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The purpose of this study is to determine the phonemic inventory 
and phonotactics of a James Island GuLLah idiolect. For this purpose a 
taped recording was made of the speaker in informal conversation with 
two relatives by marriage, one of whom is the author. This recording 
provides the sample for this study. Because this study is concerned 
with phonemics rather than phonetics, it has been possible to employ 
notation maximally systematic and readable in accord with the principles 
laid down by Abercrombie.'*' Accordingly, the informant's text is pre¬ 
sented here in the International Phonetic Alphabet with each uninterrupt 
ed utterance numbered. It is preceded by a transcription of all the par 
ticipants' remarks into English spelling adapted to give some indication 
of morphology and syntax. These texts are followed by a phonemic inven¬ 
tory, a discussion of phonotactics, and a summary. Finally, although 
the concern here is phonemics, a discussion of pronouns and the inclu¬ 
sion of a glossary were found to be relevant. 
Since phonemes are the "smallest unit of meaningful sound," it fol¬ 
lows that their oppositions to each other in different phonological 
environments help to distinguish one word from another. Accordingly, 
the first task of phonemic analysis is to establish the whole inventory 
of phonemes in a given text to see which appears where and under what 
_ 
David Abercrombie, Studies in Phonetics and Linguistics (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1965), pp. 108-113. 
1 
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circumstances. This approach dictates the importance of determining 
which phonemes are found, which pnonemes can alternate with each other 
in specific morphemes, and which consonant clusters are possible. 
Virtually all the phonemes generally acknowledged to exist in 
2 
American dialects are present in the text of this study. However, some 
have less frequency and more restricted phonotactic environments than in 
other American dialects. While comparison with the phonemics of other 
dialects is not the focus of this study, the specific comparisons are of 
great significance for the investigation of other American dialectology. 
For example, as has been pointed out, a common feature of Black American 
dialects is the substitution of /V/ and / for /^"7 and /Ô / respec¬ 
tively. But this study shows in one idiolect of today what Lorenzo 
Turner observed a generation ago. Gullah employs / à / and /~^ / (or /Z / 
/ in this context. 
But without comparisons with other dialects, the phonemic inventory 
1 
Bohumil Trnka, A Phonological Analysis of Present-Day Standard 
English (University, Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1968), p. 3. 
Trnka's classification of consonants is followed in this text. The 
vowels follow H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics 
(1st rev. ed.; New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1961), pp. 
27-39 . 
The one exception is !Z /, however, the text offers no words in 
which this phoneme normally occurs. Hence, we cannot assume its absence 
from the speaker's idiolect. But see Lorenzo D. Turner, Africanisms in 
the Gullah Dialect (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1949), p. 26 
where he cites: "The voiced palatal alveolar fricative /z/, as in the 
English word measure, does not occur in Gullah." 
3 
Ibid ., p . 245 . 
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of an idiolect can provide valuable information. This can be illus¬ 
trated by a summary of the usage of vowels in the text. First of all, 
the central vowel schwa, is the most frequently used vowel in the text 
and alternates with almost all other vowels in certain specified mor¬ 
phemes. There is also a tendency for the informant to use an abundance 
of back vowels - namely /"l/'V, /■!>/, and the diphthong /OLC /. Indeed, when 
the vowel of a specific morphane varies, it is usually because a back 
vowel may be substituted for a front one e.g. / Ifl-Ufiy for /\\ZW/. Thirdly, 
rather than be followed by /M /, it is the front vowels and 10/ which 
tend to be nasalized. These last two factors are important to the par¬ 
ticular sonority of James Island Speech. Finally, the morphemic uses of 
f 
the vowel / | / - as indicated in Appendix A - are discovered in the 
process of phonemic analysis. 
The Informant and The Recording of The Text 
The informant, Mr. Thomas Kershaw Brown, was born April 1, 1913 on 
James Island, South Carolina, one of five Sea Islands located Southwest 
of Charleston, all of which are "pockets" of Gullah speaking people. The 
informant has resided there throughout his life. Mr. Brown stopped formal 
schooling after the sixth year and worked as a field hand on his father's 
one acre farm. At the age of twenty-four he became a truck driver serving 
the South Carolina low country to Beaufort and North of Charleston to 
Georgetown. These areas are largely peopled by speakers of Gullah and 
therefore, travel and work have had a minimal influence in modifying his 
idiolect. For example, Mr. Brown retains the /J / semi-vowel glide 
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before high vowels /, "New," /IfljX't/, "hit")} which is not 
characteristic of non-Gullah speakers of Charleston county. 
In 1969, Mr. Brown gave up his job because he had received the 
"call" to become a minister. He founded a "Holiness" church in Cainhoy, 
South Carolina, and is presently its pastor. When the recording for 
this study took place on October 20, 1973, Mr. Brown was in the process 
of leaving his home of sixty years on James Island to move near his 
church in Cainhoy (about thirty miles away) because "God say so." 
The conversation recorded had three participants - Mr. Brown, the 
2 
informant, my father, Mr. William "Bill" Godfrey, Sr., and myself. 
Since there was no furniture left in his house, Mr. Brown invited us to 
sit and talk aboard a converted school bus now used for church purposes. 
Mr. Godfrey, Sr., sixty three years of age, has been a life-long friend 
of Mr. Brown, although he has always resided in Charleston, about eight 
miles away. In fact, the long friendship of these two creates an under¬ 
current in the conversation which influences the text. 
In fine, Mr. Godfrey just cannot believe that Mr. Brown is a 
serious minister because of so many "good times" they have shared in the 
past. Furthermore, the idea of a flood that will destroy Charleston 
1 
This characteristic feature of Gullah is cited by Gabrielle Grant, 
"A New Consideration of Some Influences of African Languages on the 
American Language," Heritage Bulletin (New York: Community Action Insti¬ 
tute, July 8 and 15, 1965), p. 4. 
2 
In the transcribed conversation initials, minus periods, identify 
the speakers as TKB, WBG, and BG respectively. 
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seems completely absurd to him, and Mr. Brown's moving away from home to 
Cainhoy where "God will shiel' His people" from this flood is simply in¬ 
conceivable. As a result, much of the conversation consists of verbal 
"sparring" between Mr. Brown and Mr. Godfrey, the former trying to con¬ 
vince my father of his conversion and sincerity as a preacher while the 
latter relates to Mr. Brown's past, which was sometimes quite worldly, 
and pokes fun at Mr. Brown's present seriousness. 
As might be expected, many rhetorical and emphatic responses result 
from this type of conversation, especially when Mr. Brown alludes to the 
Bible, speaks of the "flood," or literally gives a sermon. For example, 
in such passages / / "you" in direct address is remarkably more pre¬ 
valent than /J3 /> the much more common form elsewhere in the text. 
Occasionally, therefore, it is necessary to cite stylistic and rhetorical 
factors influencing the choice of phoneme in specific morphemes. Need¬ 
less to say, although this complicates the evidence, it increases the 
accuracy of the text in reflecting the genuine usage of one James Island 
Gullah speaker's idiolect. 
CHAPTER II 
TEXT OF THE CONVERSATION 
WBG: I done had shree ob urn (of them) . 
TKB (1): An' den again, I tell ya. I tell ya now. I tellin' ya plain. 
WBG: Okay. 
TKB (2): Take a wacation. 
WBG: Take a vacation an' go where? 
TKB (3): Take a wacation an' go some place outa Charleston. I don' 
wanna tell ya 'cause e (it) is Charleston. . . 
WBG: I done been outa Charleston. 
TKB (4): E's (it is) Califo'nia. E (it's) 'posed ta be New Yo'k City, 
an' New Orlean. 
WBG: Das (That's) wha' the sto'm gon hit? 
TKB (5): Das right. 
WBG: Flood? 
TKB (6): Das right. 
WBG: All dem (them) big cities? 
TKB (7): All dese big place. 
BG: Wait a minute. I thought the nex' time the Lord say He gon 
destroy the world, it's gon be wid fire. 
TKB (8): Dis ain't, dis ain't, dis ain't, dis ain't, dis ain't da (the) 
worl' 'stroyed yet. 
WBG: Dis sumpm (something) cornin' befo'. 
TKB (9): Dis not da worl' yet. Dis only dese sings (things) to make da 
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people ondastan they (there) is a God inside em (them) like no 
otha, an' He don1 want um (them) ta be feedin' His people wid 
garbage. Feed um (them) wid da word, out da Bible, nuttin' 
else but da word what een (in) da Bible. Das when go (he goes) 
ta preach, (sup)pose da (to) preach da (the) word what een (in) 
da Bible. Don' add nuttin to it; don' take nuttin out. Jus' 
gib'm (give them) da word what een dey. An' befo' e (he) do 
dat he will haf to git down himse'f an' sacrifice himse'f, got 
to lay befo' Him as da Bible say: "Sacrolaches (sack cloth 
and ashes).'" Live befo' um (Him) night an' day. Will hafta 
git befo' um an' fas'. Don't eat a livin' sing, but read da 
Bible, eat da word. Das whey (where) e (it) come say een the 
Gospel whey (where) God say: "Man don' live by bread alone." 
The word, da word. . . 
WBG: Well, look ya (here). 
TKB (10): Da mo' you eat da (that) word, study dat Bible, da mo' dat 
word grow een you, stronga an' stronga. Das da way da whole 
man is. An' ef you do dat, you woont (won't) wanta see dat 
plate (of food). You can fas' fo' monts an' monts wit' out a 
gut (morsel of food) een yo' moût*. An’, an', an', an', an', 
you'll neva get hongry; you'll neva git sick. Da docta (doctor) 
say you cannot live, buts it's a lie. God say that all things 
are possible, if you only b'lieve. An' da time is cornin' now 
when you hafta b'lieve whezuh you wants ta o' (or) not! 
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WBG: Well, you think . . . 
TKB (11): 'Cause he say befo' my word fall, heaven and earth will passed 
(pass) away. Das His word. Um (I'm) speakin' Bible now. 
BG: I know. 
WBG: Well, wha' you think 'bout movin' out yo' house, boy? 
TKB (12): Wha's dat? 
WBG: What you think 'bout movin'? 
TKB (13): I don' like it, but ain' nuttin I kin (can) do 'bout it 
'cause God is all, He give it to me, an' He can take it wid 
me right now. 
WBG: Yo' wife and all want you to . . . 
TKB (14): See? 
WBG: She really want you ta go? 
TKB (15): She don' wan' me ta go. 
WBG: No? 
TKB (16): She don' wanna go herse'f, but she got ta do it 'cause God say 
so. An' when you git (get), git, git, can't, you can't, don' 
feel like obey God, or don' wan' obey God, den God well, 
sump'm (something) ta do fa (for) ya. He got news fa ya. 
BG: 01' Pinface as' 'bout ya. 
TKB (17): Ain't da word said, "Let tho'n (thorn) an' wheat blow togatha? 
An' da day of houses, a'ks (asks), separate, separation? Das 
it right now. 
WBG: Well, look ya (here). 
TKB (18): L’ememba da day of Noah, Noah wid de A'k? When God tell um 




TKB (19): Git all dese people togatha? Because e (there) gonna be a 
flood? Da people laugh at urn (him). Ain' das right? 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (20): Awright. En (and) Noah gone ta do wha' God say do. An' when 
dey look up, dey all been runnin', a'ksum (ask him) to "Open 
up, open up," en all like dat. E (It) was too late, ain't it? 
BG: So you, you. . . 
TKB (21): Das da same t'ing right now. 
WBG: Well an: (urn), you don' think da flood gon' hit Cainhoy? 
TKB (22): Oh, yes. He said e (it) gon' hit Cainhoy too! He say but he 
will shiel' his people. 
WBG: His people in Cainhoy? 
BG: If you stay here, you might. . . 
TKB (23): Ya see een owa (our) chu'ch, we haven' got no bishop. Da only 
bishop we got is Jesus Chris'. Yo ' bishop een yo' chu'ch is 
a man, ain't it, live right cha (here), ain't it (doesn't he)? 
An' if you don' have da money fo' um (him) ev'ry mont at a 
certain time, dats it, ain't it? 
WBG: Yeah. 
TKB (24): Well, we don' go dat way. Owa bishop say we, I don' want da 
money; I got money. You see? I got it. You want it. You do 
my bid, you'll git it! My bishop don' go een chu'ch wid big 
ol ' fo'ty (forty) five an' all da (that) kina (kind of) thing 
gun an' knife an' all like dat - ready fa (to) fight een 
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chu'ch. My bishop don' take a drink o' lika (liquor) an' all 
like dat 'fo' e (he) go een chu'ch. I'm givin' it ta ya fac' 
(giving you the facts). Ya see, we open da do', an' we git 
een dey. An' each person, an' ev'rybody stan' on one side da 
(of the ) oda (other), an' wite (invite) owa bishop in, owa 
Lawd Jesus Chris'. 
WBG: Well, how you expec' da bishop ta live. . . 
TKB (25): An' when e (he) walk een dey, you kin tell brotha because you 
cannot stan' still! 
WBG: Ha? (Huh?) How you expec' um (him) ta live if you don' 
gibbum da ten thousand a yea' (year)? 
TKB (26): Dat's da question now. God didn' tell ya 'bout, 'bout, 'bout 
am (um) you pay nobody. He didn't tell ya 'bout he go pay man 
Ain (any), anyway een da Bible, he will pay man twice. You 
on'erstan'? 
WBG: Uh, huh. 
TKB (27): He said work da work of Him that you see in dat wine ya'd 
(vineyard) an' funush it. An' on da en' of time, He say I'll 
pay ya! Das His word. On d'en' o' (the end of) time, I'll 
pay ya! Das Jesus word. 
WBG: If ya fin' (find) ya ca' (can't) make it, wha' go' happen? 
TKB (28): I don' worry 'bout it. 
WBG: You know you gon' make it. 
TKB (29): I wouldn' worry myse'f. Das supm I neva do. 
WBG: Wha' you say? 
TKB (30): 'Cause Jesus said in His word: "I, I am da way. . . 
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WBG: Way (said along with TKB), the Truth and the Life. 
TKB (31): The Truth and the Life. No man," God say dis word. "No man," 
No Jesus, I mean, say dis word. "No man cometh to the Fatha 
excep' by Me." You can'(t) come on ta da Fada (Father), direc 
to da Fatha. You got ta come direc'ly ta Jesus and He will 
set ya free ta go to God. 
WBG: But umm. . . 
TKB (32): Wit'out dat, ain' nuttin' I kin do. Das right. 
BG: T. K., how long you lived out here? 
TKB (33): I know jus' sixty yea's, een sixty-one. 
BG: Right here? 
TKB (34): Yez. 
BG: Same place? 
TKB (35): Yeah. 
BG: An' how old you right now? 
TKB (36): Sixty-one, inta (into) sixty-one yea's. 
BG: Wha's your birth date? 
TKB (37): Nineteen thirteen, April da firs'. 
BG: April the first? 
TKB (38): Das right. 
BG: How many brothers and sisters you got? 
TKB (39): None.' Tavie is da only one. 
BG: Tavie is the only one. 
WBG: Who? 
BG: Tavie. 
TKB (40): He a'ksin' who. Try ta rememba 'cause I b'lieve it an' give 
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it ta ya. 
WBG: Das yo' sistuh? 
BG: Das his sister. 
TKB (41): Da only sistuh I have. An' I know you wanna know how is dat? 
BG: Yeh. Tell me. 
TKB (42): Tru (Through) love. 
WBG: Sisters through love. 
TKB (43): Tru love, fait' (faith). Das ma sistuh tru fait'. 
WBG: Well, wha' I suppose ta be ta you? 
BG: (Snickering) You heah wha' Daddy, you heah wha' Daddy say? 
WBG: What I suppose ta be ta you? 
BG: Wha' he suppose ta be ta you? 
WBG: Nuttin? (LAUGHTER) 
BG: Come ya an1 tell 'im, tell 'im wha' he is. 
TKB (44): He (sup)pose ta be my broza (brother)-in-law. (LAUGHTER) 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (45): So how long you been home? 
BG: I come home las' night, what, twelve o'clock, quarter to 
twelve? Quarter to twelve. 
TKB (46): Den (Then) you come home? Wha' pa't (part) o' Georgia? 
BG: Atlan'a. 
TKB (47): Oh, das whe' (where) you livin now? 
BG: Yeh. 
WBG: Look ya (here). You want a job, T.K.? Huh? 
TKB (48): Yeh. 'Pen' (Depends) on what kin' (kind) it is. 
WBG: Well, you might have ta serve whiskey and thing. 
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TKB (49): Well, don' git me wrong, heah (hear)? 
WBG: You ain' go' do dat? 
TKB (50): I don' know if I kin serve whiskey. I will hafta consult God 
'Cause He said I mus' stay 'way from all thing like sin an' 
evil. 
WBG: You figu'(re) das evil? 
TKB (51): Oh, I ain' thinkin' nosin', dus' (jus) goin' by His. . . 
WBG: You know dat ain' right. 
TKB (52): Onderstan' me. You onderstan' me wha' I talk 'bout? 
WBG: Yeah, you say you gon' consult Him. 
TKB (53): I got ta be guide, which da people say, led, by da God, by 
God, befo' I kin do, befo' I do anything in life. I will let 
Him know. I done sol'(d) myse'f ta Him, ta do as He say do. 
BG: Wha's yo' full name, T.K.? 
TKB (54): Thomas K. Brown. 
BG: An' da "K" stan' for what? 
TKB (55): Kershaw. 
BG: Kershaw Brown. Whe'(re) you think you git tha'(t) middle 
name from? 
TKB (56): Whe'(re) I think I get um (it) from? 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (57): Git um from ma gram' (grandmother), from ma fatha, son. 
BG: From your father? Any people in ya family been slaves that 
you can recall? 
TKB (58): If e do (If there were some), I can't rememba. 
BG: Can' (Can't) rememba. Yo' family, I mean, your father before 
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you lived out here too? 
WBG: Kershaw. (Overlap in background). 
TKB (59): Yeah. (In response to B. G.'s question). 
BG: Same lan'? 
TKB (60): Right. 
BG: What you like to do after preachin'? I know you useta like ta 
fish - fish an' crab a lot. 
TKB (61): Oh, I love ta fish. 
BG: You still love ta fish? 
TKB (62): Yessir! 
BG: When las' you been fishin? 
TKB (63): Oh, e is (it's been) a good while since I been 'cause I didn't 
had time. 
BG: Yeah. Wha's da main fish you like? 
TKB (64): What da main fish I like? 
BG: Yeah. 
TKA (65): Fresh wata (water), mean salt wata. . . 
BG: Salt water fish? 
WBG: Well, we had some good one. . . 
BG: Like what? 
TKB (66): Jus' anything come 'long (along), long is it's salt wata. 
BG: You like some porgy? 
TKB (67): Love dem. Ai'(nt) no joke. I like bass. . . 
WBG: (Overlapping speech). Ya know wha' we had dis mawnin, boy? 
TKB (68): 
WBG: 
Sha'k, all dose sings. 
We had red breas'(t), fresh water cat (catfish); an' wha's da 
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otha one? Brim! 
BG: Brim! Yeah. 
WBG: Boy, dey been good! 
BG: Yeah. 
WBG: Shrimp an' gravy cook wid butts meat. 
BG: I tell Joyce we been cornin' ova yo' place, boy, las' night. 
I know you wan' see urn (her). 
TKB (69): Ah, een (it isn't). You think am (I'm) jokin'. I do wan' see 
urn (her). 
BG: I know. 
WBG: Well, look ya, you didn't wanta see me? Ain't you glad ta 
see me? 
TKB (70): I wan' see dem chirr'n (children) mos'ly. I always see you. 
You don' see me, but I sa' (saw), always see you. 
BG: When las' you see Frank an' Hunts? 
TKB (71): I ain' s' (see), an' what happun (happen) ta da dog? 
WBG: Da dog Frank had, you mean? I got one ob urn now. 
TKB (72): I want a dog so bad, man. I been want da dog. 
WBG: Well, dis dog. . . 
BG: You might have some puppies soon, boy. 
WBG: Dis dog might have some off-bran' puppies, 'cause. . . 
TKB (73): Well, ai' but one sing (thing) about dat. 
WBG: Twenty dogs been ta da house las' night. 
BG: Sho ' (Sure) was. 
TKB (74): An' you let um (it, her) have dealin's wid all dem dogs, 
twenty ob um? 
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BG: E (It) slip up. 
WBG: I ain't intristed in no dogs, man. 
TKB (75): Man, wha' kina dog is you got? 
WBG: Full blooded German Shepherd. 
TKB (76): Dat ain't no good now den. Ev'ry one gon' be strung out (have 
bad blood lines, mutts). Een (They aren't) no good. 
BG: Wha' make you. . . 
TKB (77): Da (That) bunch o' mix breed dog - uu my God! Man, e (it) 
don' make sense. 
WBG: Some dem little fella been dat tall, boy. (Indicates height 
with hands). 
TKB (78): Why don't you lemme ca' (carry) da dog ova yonda? 
WBG: I know I got a friend o' mine got dog jus' like dat but I don' 
mess wid no dog, man. 
TKB (79): I say why don't you, well, why don't you give me one ef(if) 
you ai' go' lemme ca' (carry) yose? 
WBG: I'll gi' you one dem ol' stray puppy (she) go' have. 
TKB (80): I don' wan' no stray puppy. I want a growing dog if I kin get 
it. 
WBG: Well, ee'll (he'll, she'll) be. . . 
TKB (81): Because I go' tell ya sup'm again, brotha. I jus' wa' ta git 
dis straight. Dat dog you got dey (there), ain' go' be no 
good ta you. 
WBG: I don' want urn ta be no good. I do' like no dog. 
TKB (82): Dis thing might hit ha'd (hard); some people wery ha'd! E (It) 
might hit me worse! 
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WBG: What? Wha's that? 
TKB (83): Tha's thame (same) thing ya. What I. . . these word (um) I'm 
sayin' ta ya, might hit me worse. But I ain't worried 'bout 
it. See what I mean? I got a feelin's now supm (something) 
like Lusa Ma'tin King (Martin Luther King) useta have. Am 
(I'm) not worryin' 'bout dis ol1 worl' no mo' because I got 
Jesus. I'll say that much. I know I got Jesus! I re'lize now, 
widout Him, um (I'm) nothin'. Wis (With) Him, all things are 
possible. But dat dog as we meant our, fo' example was, e (it) 
go' (isn't going to) be no good hyuh (here) ta you o'(r) 
nobody e'se. Because dat dog go' be floatin on water higha 
(higher) in' dat bu'lding ova they (there). 
WBG: Well, whe'(re) you go' be floatin'? 
TKB (84): I do'(n't) know. I might hafta clim'(b) trees. But e (it) 
still have a betta because e ain' go' live. 
WBG: Well, Bubba, I go' buy me one dem rubber raffs (rafts) so I 
kin float on da wada. 
TKB (85): Well, umo (I'm going to) tell ya. Da only way you be floatin' 
apart up dey (there) because God do' (don't) let no win'(d) 
come 'long with dis flood. But den one don'(t) come alone. 
En (And) umo tell ya anotha thing 'gain. Jus' like I said 
's'now (just now). E may hit ha'd, but e's (it is) go' be 
real. E 'pose ta be a ersquake (earthquake) right behin'(d) 
da flood. 
BG: A earthquake behin'(d) the flood? 
TKB (86): Tha's right. Tha's what I said. 
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WBG: Well, when this thing suppose ta come? 
TKB (87): Sunday gone. . . I do' know when e (it's) cornin'. But I said 
I believe een God prophecy. 
WBG: Suppose e come in da mawnin'? 
TKB (88): You read da Bible 'n' (where it) speak about prophecy? 
WBG: No. 
TKB (89): Get da Bible right dey (there). See da1 Bible right dey? 
WBG: Yeah. 
TKB (90): Git it. 
BG: Read da' (that) Bible. 
TKB (91): Do he eva go church? 
BG: Ev 'ry Sund'y. 
TKB (92): Git da Bible right dey! 
WBG: Which one? 
TKB (93): Da Bible right dey. Een (There isn't, ain't) but one Bible 
dey. 
WBG: Dis one? 
TKB (94): Das righ't. Das da, das da only Bible dey. 
WBG: All right. 
TKB (95): Awright. Turn ta Ac' (Acts) da 'Postle (Apostles), the secon', 
da secon' wer' (verse), da secon'. . . chapta. 
BG: How many people you got in your congregation, T. K.? 
TKB (96): Roun' a hund'ed an' . . . I don' know - something anoza 
(another, or other). 'Bout fifty, sebenty five. I don' know, 
'bout . . . 
BG: Oh, y eah. 
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TKB (97): An dey cornin' ev'ryday from all ova da state. 
BG: Uh, huh. 
TKB (98): Das right. Uz (They are) cornin' in. . . 
BG: Heard you on radio now, too? 
TKB (99): Das right. 
WBG: Acts what? 
TKB (100): Ac' da 'Postle, the secon' chapta. Ac's secon' chapta. 
WBG: Okay. 
TKB (101): You got it? 
WBG: Yeah. 
TKB (102): Wha' e (it) say? Da. . . Dawid.'*’ 
WBG: (Reads) When the day of Pentecost fully come. 
TKB (103): (In unison with W.B.G.) Pentecos' fully came. 
WBG: (Reads) They were all with one accord in one place. And 
suddenly there came a sound from the heaven as a rushing 
mighty wind. 
TKB (104): Mighty win'. 
WBG: An' in it filled all the houses. . . 
TKB (105): housis. 
WBG: Where they were sitting. . . 
TKB (106): : Hoi' dat a munut (minute). You skip something? 
WBG: Huh? 
TKB (107): : Din' you skip something or I didn' heah you. 
1 
WBG reads from the Bible. At points in the reading, TKB will re 
cite from memory certain words in unison with WBG. Hence, the spacing 
of words as they occur in TKB's speech. 
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WBG: (R.cads again) An' then it filled all. • . 
TKB (108): Hoi1 dat a munut. 
WBG: The house where they were si'. . . 
TKB (109): Sta't back ova please. 
WBG: And when the day of Pentecost was fully come. 
TKB (110): Pentecos' was fully came 
Das right. 
WBG: They were all with one accord in one place and suddenly there 
came a soun1 from heaven. . . 
TKB (111): soun' from heaven. 
WBG: (Continues to read) As of a rushing mighty wind. 
TKB (112): rushin' mighty win'. 
WBG: An' and it filled all the houses. . . 
9 
TKB (113): An' 
WBG: Where they were sitting. 
TKB (114): Uhum. 
WBG: (Pauses to acknowledge) Right? 
TKB (115): Go 'head. 
WBG: (Pleads again) And there appeared upon them cloven tong's 
(tongues) like as a fire. . . 
TKB (116): See dey (there), see dey? Das wha' um (I'm) talkin' 'bout 
now.' 
WBG: Upon each of them. . . 
TKB (117): 
WBG: 
Das whe' (where) proph'cy come in. 
An' they were all filled with the Holy Ghos'. (end of Bible 
reading). 
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TKB (118): As da powa of God fall upon them. Das when dey begin to 
speak the unkno'ng (unknown) tongue. Ya see, you ca'(n't) 
speak of yose'f. God will ha' (have), waimuncha (wait a 
minute here)! Jesus will hafta be speakin' tru (through) you 
ta tell you dese things. Ya on'erstan'? But befo' he kin 
tell you dese things, you have ta live it. Befo' he kin tell 
you dese things, you'll hafta be on one acco'd (accord). 
Dese chu'ch todays is not on one acco'd! You know dat yase'f 
Theya (They're) not on one acco'd. Dey, ev'rybody een dey, 
'is (his) min'(d) is not on one thing. You see, dat's da 
trouble wid da chu'ch taday. Some ob um mind is weavin', an' 
dey kin fool man, but dey cannot fool God, you onderstan'? 
'Cause God know your thoughts. He know your aim, en (and) 
yo' desiuz (desires), en' yo' premonation (evil thoughts). 
You cannot fool Hyim. 
WBG: Tell it on! 
TKB (119): Da preacha might kin fool you, but da preacha cannot fool God 
An' if da day will come, my God, when da preacha got ta stan' 
befo' da Judge because ev'rything what he has said go' be 
right dey een da front of hyim. An' dem da thing dat cause 
him ta lose da present (presence) of God! 
BG: But I thought. 
TKB (120): He hoidn (hiding) da big thing, but he ai' thinkin' 'bout da 
small thing! 
BG: I thought the preacher always suppose to be the instrument of 
God, though. 
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TKB (121): Humm. . . is if ya live it? Yes. If you do ez (as) God said, 
an' dat cle'(ar) da whole thing dey. If you live it, yes. 
Because if you livin' it, you know what happen den? You'll 
feed God sheep as God said do it - God way - not yo' way. 
You do anything God way, so that ef you go in St. Luke, tu'n 
(turn), ef you tu'n. . . St. Luke gospul right in here now, 
an' e'll (it will) tell ya in da nint' chapta. E said ahmm, 
well God called His twelve disciple. En when e (He) call 
e (His) Twelve said He would gibum powa ova da Debil an' all 
disease, ta heal da sick, en, ahmm, hilp (help) da lame walk, 
an' go een all da worl', he say, en preach my gospel. An' 
whesaneva (wheresoever) you go, when you get dey, mus' say; 
"Peace, be onto (unto) thone (thy own)." That's da (the way) 
how people 'nounce that, (in) tha'(t) city. En am(umm dey 
do' recep (receive, accept) you, mus' step back an' wipe da 
wery dus' off yo' feet, an' walk out! An' when you go dese 
place, do' carry nothin'; don't receive nothin' - not evun ya 
purse. Carry nothin' wit' you. But walk out. 
WBG: Well, look ya. 
TKB (122): Got ta live it, ta fell it! 
WBG: Look ya. Umm, you say you ai' workin' or nothin'. Well, how 
you expec' ta make it, ya know? 
TKB (123): I livin' off Jesus. 
WBG: He feed ya, buy ya clothes an' ev'rything? 




TKB (125): By da very word, by da very vord (word). He said if you keep 
my comman'ment, anything you a'ks een my name, you shull re¬ 
ceive. He say 'cause my chile shull not parish (perish) or 
want fa nothin'! Das thu (throughout) da whole eentily 
(entire) Bible. Das right. The's (There's) no question 
behin' dat. 
BG: T.K., you do' hunt no mo'? 
TKB (126): I ai' hunt now, good gosh, in 'bout twen'y yea's. 
BG: I know ya ain' drinkin' no mo'. 
TKB (127): No, suh. I do' wa' even see no whiskey. 
BG: When da las' time you had a drink? 
TKB (128): Oh, good gosh! 
BG: Yeah? 
TKB (129): Da las' time. . . I do ' know. No mo'. 
BG: Yeah. 
WBG: Boy, I rememba ol ' T.K. could take a ha'f (half a pint). . . 
TKB (130): Do' wa' no pa't o' no one wid it. 
WBG: An swalla right down. Hey, Teek? 
TKB (131): I do' min'(d) tell ya. 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (132): E (We) could be frien' (friends), but do' lemme see you drink 
um. 'Cause das when I hafta walk off en leave ya. God knows 
Because they is two spirit right dey den. 
BG: Yeah. The Devil an' God. 
TKB (133): Right! 
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WBG: In otha words, you walk off from da ladies an* all? 
TKB (134): Don' make any diffunt (difference). I livin' fa all ob urn. 
God tell me plain dat een owa chu'ch, He want us ta live een 
a way dat my wife could sleep wid you, yo' wife could sleep 
wid me. We live like sistuhs an1 brothas - one motha chile, 
dosa dan (than) one motha chile, dat e eva could be eeyin 
(in) life, an' e (He) want we ta love each otha! 
WBG: Garate (Great) goodness! 
TKB (135): Das God word, Jesus word. Got ta give up da whole worl'; got 
ta sell yase'f. Sacrifice! An' da only way ya kin do it - 
by fas' (fasting). Let flesh die! 
BG: Right. 
/At this point Hr. W.G. has to leave the bus/ 
TKB (136): Das right. Do' go. Hurry up, come back so you kin straightin' 
out yo' church, good gosh, when you leave he'(re) en' go dey 
tamarra. You know (understand, hear) wha' I say? 
WBG: Yeah. 
TKB (137): Hurry up! So you can tell yo' preacha some things he een 
doin' right. 
/Mr. W.G. has left the bus/ 
BG: Sho ' good seein' you, man. You look good. 
TKB (138): I ain' got nuttin ta worry about. 
BG: No. You look like you got. . . 
TKB (139): Da only sing (thing) worrying me, is t'git dosa ta Jesus, ta 
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try ta figa (figure) a way ta git close than what I'm am. 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (140): Tha's right. I le'(ave) sunt James Presbatarian, not bicuz I 
wanta. I love ev'rybody in dat church. But I leave dey be¬ 
cause I couldn' do da work I wanna do. I couldn' do da work 
what Jesus want me to do een dey. They didn' believe in 'at 
(that). They believe in who I love da bes'. Een dese, all 
da chu'ch, not Sunt James alone, but all ob urn. Who I love 
da bes', das da one I put up high. But God didn' say thut. 
God say only dose who I s'(send), call; only dose who I sent, 
shall stan'. Dose who I haven' call o' (or) sent, shall neva 
stan' . Das His word, neva.' En den people talk anotha thing 
'gain. . . 
BG: How you. . . lemme cut you off a minute. How you think - ya 
know like a lot o' people, even yo' family now - ya know they 
kina (kind of) turn sideways an' give ya a funny look now 
'cause ya turn preacha, or you receive da word o' God. I do' 
guess you really care about dat, do ya? 
TKB (141): Dose sings do' (don't) worries me. Dat do' worry me. 
BG: You know sup'm though, T.K.? Between me an' you, you still 
look da same way. 
TKB (142): Because is dis (it is this). 
BG: Go 'head. 
TKB (143): Jesus said in Sam, Dabid: "Ay (Yea)" - liddle Dabid said: 
"Ay do' (though) I walk tru da walley, an' (in) da shadow of 
det, I shull fea'(r) no evil. Because I know dy (thy) rod'n' 
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dy staff wis (with) me.11 Das God! 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (144): Y' see what I mean? I know God is wis me. I do' ca(re) 
what dey do. I do' ca(re) wh' kina move dey make. 'Long as 
you have Jesus, you gots all. You can' touch Jesus, chile. 
Because Jesus said: "You kin eat, drink, o' walk owa da work 
da dubeyapoison (the poison of the devil upon you), He said 
e (he) shall not have you! Becau' I en (in) you en you en I. 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (145): As long as you een (in) me an' I een you, they's (there is) 
no feah. Whasoneva (Whatsoever) e (it) migh' be. Das da way 
it is. En (And) people say ya can' live holy, but I'll tell 
ya dis much. I may not live holy, but I'mo (I'm going to) do 
as Jesus say do. 'N' am (I'm) go' live fa Jesus, jus' as 
long as I live. Ai' but a few days now, but dese few days, 
urn (I'm) gonna live een (in) Jesus name. Until I heah dat 
voice serve on God mountain. Brotha, I'm gonna do dat. I 
have no hatre' (hatred) fa no one. I love ev'rybody! I don' 
ca(re) what you ar'o' (are or) whachu (what you) does, how 
you go 'bout yo'se'f. You kin be a drunk o' be a killah, I 
love you. En (And) jus' da same - I'll tell ya dis much - I 
love Jesus. 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (146): Because da things what useta be een me, an make e (it) call 
hatre' (hatred), an so fo'th. . . 
BG: Yeah. 
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TKB (147): E (It) was jus' like a stupifac' (stupid fact), 'n' Jesus 
te(ar) it out. 
TKB (148): They's no mo' hate no mo'. They's nothin' but joy heah. Be¬ 
cause regardless o' wha' you say ta me o' wha' you do, I got 
to, I cannot help from smile when you do it ta me. Jus' like 
da lady nex' do' (door) heah; I do' min'(d) say it ta ya - 
Mabel Mo' (Moore), Maybelle Mo'. Das right. Tavie ai' go' 
like ta he'(ar) dis too good, but anyhow, I wancha ta he' it. 
TKB (149): Nah. Well I do min' (mind) he' urn (it). I been richa (right 
here) washin' dis bus on las' Sund'y mawnin'. Oh, da devil 
fight me heah.' Because dey (they) do' wanna heah 'bout 
holiness. An' widout holiness, it's hell. Because on da en' 
of time, you got ta be holy ta see da face o' Go'wa (God our) 
Lawd Jesus Chris'. An' if ya not holy, my God, ya gonna bus' 
hell wide open, een eludin' me myself! An' I been washin' 
dis bus, an' da dirty wada (water), da big bucket, en as I 
washin' da bus, she walk right up ya - sta't ta talk, tro' 
(throw) slop 'n' pick aroun' - en' (and) all like dat, 'bout 
wha' she don' want do, an' dis an' dat. An' I din' (didn't) 
say a word. "Talk back ta me, talk back ta me!" Da Lawd 
wouldn' lemme say a word. Da Lawd didn' say nosin'. She 
wouldn' ebum (even) say, she raise cain 'cause I didn' say 
nuttin'. Oh, one thing was that boat was. . . 
BG: Yeah. 
BG: Tavie might not hear dis. 
BG: Uh huh. 
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TKB (150): Ova dey on her line part o' da way. 
There is an old boat outside and to the front of the 
bus. Mr. W.G. now returns to the bus. 
WBG: Well, look ya. 
TKB (151): She wa' me ta move da boat, see? 
WBG: Hey, T.K. 
TKB (152): Now if I had move da boat. . . 
BG: Wait. Hoi' on a minute, Daddy. 
TKB (153): No, I didn' move da boat. Right den I say; "Okay I'll hab'm 
out da way dis week." Dus' (Just) like dat, an' das da only 
ansa (answer) I give her. I din' (didn't) say no mo'. 
BG: Uh hmm. 
TKB (154): She went ta work right een da bucket o' wada I have, take 
e (her) two han', dip urn (them) down een dey, an' tro urn (it) 
right een my face, like dat. All I did is smile. 
BG: That mus' be blow her min'(d) . 
TKB (155): Becuz God said: "Don't give a person stone. If e give you 
stone, give um (him) bread." En (And) all I could do is say 
to her: "Thank y a, Jesus.'" 
WBG: Well, you know what I wanna know is. . . 
TKB (156): Why? Because I know I have Chris' een me. But if da debil 
were in me, I woulda kill 'er right dey. 
BG: Yeah. 
TKB (157): But, no. 
BG: Well, ah. . . 
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T KB (158): I leave from da stage. 
BG: Ten yea's ago you woulda. 
TKB (159): I would. Das wha1 God do. 
BG: You woulda grab 'em (her) by da neck an' do what? 
TKB (160): Das God tru' (truth). I woulda kill 'er. See. I ai' go' 
lie ta ya. But I have Jesus, now. I got something e'se ta 
hold up. Dat wish dat da blood stains of owa Lawd, Jesus 
Chris'. I got ta hoi' dat up. I got ta hoi' up befo' Hyim 
He die fo' us. En dat price He have pay fo' us, we got ta 
pay da price back, rega'dlus o' who say, ondastan? 
BG: I understan'. 
TKB (161): Rega'dlus o' wha'cha do. See? People call holiness nosing 
(nothing). But Jesus. . . . Hey, Bill. 
WBG: Haa? 
TKB (162): Bill.' 
WBG: Yeah? 
TKB (163): Open da book dey 'gain. 
WBG: What book? Again? 
TKB (164): Da same book, yeah. Opunum (Open it). I didn't tell ya 
close um befo'. Open da book, please. 
WBG: You jus' tell me. . . 
TKB (165): I do' wan' my words. . . 
WBG: Ta close um. 
TKB (166): I do' wan' dis (just) my words. I want da word wha' I tell 
dem. . . 
WBG: Well, allright. Whatchu got now? 
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TKB (167): I want da word ta be fac' een front o' yo' eyes. 
WBG: Whatchu got now? 
TKB (168): Turn back ta da secon' chapta un (and) thirty eight werse. 
WBG: Ahmm. . . 
BG: Ac's o' da Apostles. 
TKB (169): Yessir. 
WBG: Yeh. Awright. Wha' I. thirty-eighth verse? 
TKB (170): Yeah. 
WBG: Hold it a minute. 
TKB (171): I do' want nobody ta jus'. . . ta say das (that's) my word 
now. 
BG: Tha's some big print dey too, T.K. 
TKB (172): I wanchu ta git ut (it) ut (at) once so you kin tell anybody 
an ' say. . . 
WBG: Umm. . . 
TKB (173): Well, I. . . 
WBG: Awright, you wa' (want) me ta read? 
TKB (174): Read it.’*' 
WBG: (Reads from Bible) Then Peter said unto them: "Repent and 
be baptized. Every one of you in the name of Jesus Chris'. 
TKB (175): (In unison with Mr. B.G.) Jesus Chris'. 
WBG: For the remission of sin. . . 
TKB (176): of sun. 
WBG: An' ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghos'. 
1 
See footnote 1, page 19. 
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TKB (177): gift the Holy Ghos1• 
WBG: Das all you wamme ta read? 
TKB (178): Go liead. 
WBG: Huh? 
TKB (179): Go 'head. 
The tape is now interrupted and comes to an end because some 
of Mr. Brown's congregation have come to help him move. 
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TK8<?*;: K*.z. jizAS ssi an haz. uOQri : "-ar, ar atw 
dd UO €.. • • 
TftB^i): à'a "tiru-ô atn àfe larj1, no nna*^11 ^od 5^ its 
wa^dp^Mo math Kamaô ta "ÿa paàa 
IK sep bar mi.' ji*. Ky-n Kam on t'a da 
£a.da; dairsk t'a da ^àa. ju. ga-4 ta 
Kam daireKli fa j » zA5 3«.nd k» uoal S£~t 
ja -fri t'a ta ^a.d. 
TKB^a): u/ilavt: da^Vj en nA^rn or Kin due, da*s rart, 
TKBcia): 3L n« JAS siKst'i jez.; in srKsti uian, 
TKB^y): jez. 
fKBÇs): 
ScKsi'i uuati. anta siKsti wan jez, 
TK6(3]).' ttatnfin èdr~tirij vprdl da firs, 
TKBOér)'. dae5 roi4. 
TM^): ftAn* trevi at da onli i/jan. 
THBW* hi aeKssn W das, d^s, das tvai fa 
iri mini 1? a Kauz ar 11» y at ae.»o ^av at la Ja 
IK WO*, da ûhli sastra ar ka&\j. a^n ai no ju, 
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U>3fl3 no W aor 3^ ixt ? 
trw. IAV, 
TKÔto)’ £ru IAVJ jti. Jas ma Sista true fet. 
TKBii/4/): lii po-z. tati mai traza in ID. 
TKB^J: 50 Viav lag ju. ban horn? 
Th8(î/tj! «Un ju K&m hum ? I*>B paet a j oJa ? 
WW): o, J9s uoe ju |a van nav ? 
ÎK8&): ji! pin an lAivt Kain ai" az, 
Ou £ I j J on git mi rag, h<£J3. 
TKBC50); 3i <Un no 31 K*h ssrv lAJasKi. ai u;a| 
hxfta kansA/t gaJ « Kaz. K» s<si 3i WAS ste 
IAJç, jVom DJ 
DMéI): o, ai en 9igK 
haz.. . 
ÎKB^z): oniasiaen mij j u onJastaen mi 31 
taK bav-t? 
TK^Ji ai gpt ta Li <^ai<i; wac <U p i pa ) se UJ; 
bai <U gpJ; Lai gDcl, Liÿ* ai Kin <1 u^ b>f Q 
ai Ju-enisig in )aif. ai wa/ J$-fc him no. 
31 JAM SO) mars£f ta hlm;"ta du. dz hi 
Se Ju. 
ôig laiK saw an ival* 





{am^s Kt, br3vn. 
KarSO * 
uje ai ôigK ai JIIAM jVam ? 
^ram m3 grasm,., jVam ma 
f n, 
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Utter): 3f i Ju, 3i Kathi ri'mimkd* 
TKSQt }C3. 
TM(I,,o): ran ( . 
rKBM: 0; ai IAV K fas. 
TOP}: j£sdr/ 
TKBfe): 0; i ai a jv wax I sans ax ban Kaz. ar 
d^Ant hani tarm. 
TK6(w): uiél't <b men ar ) ax K T 
7Mfas): jir£s w3<:a; min wd{g. 
TKS(jf>(e); JAS eniôrg Kam lag; lag az ai's s^lt 
lAJD'tr, 
TW(^7): |AV ism. ? no j*oK. 3X I ax K tas.». 
rKB(6r): iaeK; aj doz sxgz, 
TK8(^).' 3; in no JoK, ju &iÿft asm j^Kxn. 3T <1 uc 
to an si am , 
TKBÇû): 3i wï 5i dsm earn mosli. ai alwez. si 
JU..JU Jen si nil ; l?At 31 S3 a.1 w«i s/ J u. 
TK8(7)): ax e s(sounA *fs")j ain wa't' hatpin 
da& <Uj? 
IW?*): ax wayt a Jaj so LæJ, m&n. ax ban 
IAJa«.nt Jae da^ • 
TK6(73)I tu&l ë b/\.t wan sxg sbavt laert. 
TKBtH}: *.n j ia Am haev lilans wii al dsm 
da/jz# -fuj£ni At 9ml 
TKB(7^; main, w3 Kama da^ iz jw 3^? 








S^rAKj airt, Tvi no 
dat I>AMC a miKs krid Avj ~ u. m ar jad/ maen 
i do weK Sins, 
war dcnStt Umi KÜ dae Ay ova 
3QC s«- wail dont ju.; u/dl war donf jiA. Jiv mi 
wan £^ju e j& Umi Kae joz? 
ai Ao LAJ0 vio stre jpApi* 3X iwant 9 jrom 
iaj af o>i j<r« rV. 
kiKvt ac ~hs| ja s/\pm 9jen, tr£^9. ax 
JAS VAJa Va Jis sV^et* da^V Aag ju. 
gaV Jt t jo li no jvJ faja, 
Ârs ôlg vnact kxf kaeJ; 5Am pipaJ win W/ 
l in ait hjit MI uozrsf 
%BS jai. wat ar... à'îx ujari AM 
sejan taja max { hrt mi' VAJSKS . t> A~t ax 
ent uoarU bairt" si iwats min? ax 
JD~t 9 j^'lanx nav SA pm ) ar I usa 
mae'Vn Kx»j justa kaey, 36m wot lAjari an 
bavt Jis o| *varl no mo biKax DX 3°~^ 
j » zAS ! ar ri/arz n air, u/rJavt /j xn»;9m 
naôin, uu-irs bam PJ Biyz a p>a sa ba/, U+ 
Aa^t Ay a«-x uui mEnt" 3iwa;-f<> ijzaempa) 
LuaSj i k» yiû jvA bya ta ju, ^ 
nobaA’i £s, tiK^x Aaet Aaj <j o ki jdoin 
am uuada Vacs an Ja^V, kvlirij ova à'-e,, 
X A^ no, ai mart baefla klarm+nx, 
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b/vt i S'tvl Uv 5 b<sta ca^Sj biKaz.( 
en go' lav. 
Tt\8{K): iu&l amo 4$| ja. d^ on I i uue jm bi jlotn 
3pat Ap de; b» Ka,z. gid dïï I&4 MO 
Kaw la.»jj IAJTT5 dis -^j/\d# b/\4 d<Sn lAjirn Aon 
K^wi aloyi, in Amo 4^1 ja anaàa Ôig J£n. 
JAS> larK =>i ss<\ snair; i wie hit" haed) bAi 
iz g* bi rial, i’ po-2L -ha bi 9 arsK^ek 
rstt bi liar n d 9 ^JAJ ' 
TK6^(eJ: ^ses rar~t, ^-acs wat at ssi, 
1K0(p).' S/vndi ^ OA... ai de no uj£n » ^3-M9h. bntr 
31 S6<1 ox bi^V in g^d pra^asi. 
TK0<$: ji rid da baibal ah spiK abavt pr^fasi? 
TK8^)î gtt da& batbal rsit de» si dae backa) roit <Je? 
fitto*): git at * 
TKB(3))5 bi &V9 care? 
TKBftaJ/ git dâe b ai bal rait de/ 
Ttfgfr3): Jæ barbal raft de, i* bnt wan barbai de/ 
TKtfçvj: dæ* rati, daes da, dao da onli baxtalde- 
TKBQs): Orart. -tarn 4a <&K da po sa 1^ £a SiKanjda 
StKan iM9Tp Ja ssKûn ca&pira/ 
TKflOty: \ravn 9 ha dad aen... 31 do n 0 - 5 awi 
^naxa. bavt j^t/, 5 <s t «£ n t » ^a&V. ^ dori 
nop b airt.,. 
TK6Q7); aen de Kimin evnde £ram ova da siet, 
TK6(^^: da&s rix{j as Mman dn .. . 
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THB^): <U*S rolt, 
TK6(ioo): æ.K da p^sal; seKan ca&pta, aeK$ seKan 
£ ae p t a * 
TKfi^O’- Ju. gst at? 
TK8 : I*J 3 i S ^ ? i6....dt,iAJad... 
TK8a«i): pmtilOs ^-irli Kern... 
TM^1. maiti win ... 
TK8M: harvsis. 
Th6Qo<^r ho) daet 3 manat.j<* sKip samOrg? 
TKBfco-fl: dinju sKtf samôrKjj ar Jadn hea ju? 
TO(io?): ho) Jaet 3 manat, 
TKB^U' 5tatt bae.K ova^pliz.* 
rKB(iifi): p£n"t’i KDS vodz f-rlt Kent, iae.5 Yart. 
TK0(in): Sami fram hevan... 
TKB H12)) KAsrn vwacti UJin, 
THftdi3j: aen 
TK6(L^): a ham. 
1Ttëÿ»s): gohfid* 
S« Ae.> si d* ? da&s wa An» tr^Kan bavt nav7 
Win); daes praj-si Kan - 
TKB^fr)’. aes da panri^a AV gad fal Apan à«£m> dæs 
totv\ it, bigjn ta spik da 3no^ ta^-ja si 
juL,K3t/SpiK AVJ oséj-. g 3.d tsj a) hae,j 
u»t.man oae / j i z A s wjal haefta b»‘spiKrn 
trv\ jw ta tel j* iiz Brgz, ja Dnastatn? 




lav at. kij'o ki Ktn -kel iv-z- Gigz.; 
juj Via^ta ID» 3n ^WaA, Ai z £A c 
tuU-e-z. az- not on vwan ^KoA, JIA- no Aaet 
Jas&^r à'ea not on woan aKoA . A€.;£vn boAi 
in Ae ai vnaxn a-z. not on wan &rg,jv^ 
S'\; A gets A a trnkal UJJA Aa CAC taAe. sam 
Abam marnA az. uAvan a*.n Ae Kin -fu,( 
bfit Ae Kaenot -^uJ ^oA. J u/ 
ondastacn? K^z, goA no Jo Dots. In no 
jo em, £n jo Ai -zar a, <Sn j o prfmane s an. 
JIA, Ka^not j^l hjxm# 
Aa pri c a moj t Kin ^ u I J u.} bAt A a pr\ ca 
Kawt J^ul god, aeo aj- Aa Ae wal Kam, 
vn ar g o A ; </j£n Aa pri c a got ta staoh Wfo 
Aa J A j , b i Ko,z £vm‘ 01^ u/&+ bi baez. S$A 
go bi voif Je in Aa Jrantnv bjtni/3en 
A<£m Aa ôr»j] Aa^t k&z. bam ta luz ia 
pr£san t A v g 3.J / 
hi b^rJn Aa bij 01 g, t/\t h! e ûïgkrn bart 
Aa smal fir y ( 
bu.m... az- J a lav at ? J£s» Ju An- 
Sz. ga.J S£i aen Aaet Kle Aa 6x g Je* 
af jn, Uv afc,gés. bikaiz a/ ju Javan at; 
joe no v/asit baopan d^n? jui -fiA jdJ 5ip 
3s g u A $6-1 A 0— a t ~* g cij t\j G n ^.co "ÇJ * 






9n $ant lws.K tan, J1** tan*'* sont 
^sps> 1 Y*?xt in her na; aen » a ! -tclj a an 
a narnt c#pta, i sel, A™, \MII ^ad Ka) 
hax tuush dissipai, £n win \ tfoJ Kwe/v 
Sfcda u*ird glbani pat03 ova da dibj sen 
ol Aaxiz; ta h\\ Aa siK, <£n, Avn; krip da 
|«m woK, <£n in ol da ^arl^ Kv sc^ 
in pri c mai ^ospal, ive son 5 va j w 
go; w£n j VA. git de mAS se : pis, b i on t'a 
ÿAon.' àæts da hair pipa) navn^ ^aetr, 
à“æ sali. £n aem de de ris£p JO/; MAS 
step b-atK stn uuaip da lAJ-én’ AAS a,f jo 
Sen i/oK 3irt/ Sen iA>én jw go diz. 
pIes^ Jo Ksuri hA&lttj don't visi'v nA0rn- 
not IN an j a pars* ftaerj nA&rn wsca/ 
b At OJ3 K avt. 
got ta lav at ta tél at/ 
ar lavan of Ji ZAS . 
daes vwe, i Kam an win gad ssz. maon do- 
lav bai kréd a Ion. 
bar da veri ward; tax da vén vard. k« 3fcd 
3f j a Kip mai Kama&nim£At, «ni Ôxg Ju aKs 
in mai j<\ sn I ri si v. ki se Kaz. mor 
cail s/\l not: pa^ris on wantn ^a na^iw/ 
dacs ôiKI da hoi intai li barbai. daes voit. 










TMp 9 ' 
ai e liAnt vrar; gvj 33$, an kairt" ^xni Jcz. 
Ho S3 * 01 do U) a l V an Si Yï 0 Uj^sKii 
0 ^irl <j 3 5 / 
da 1 a«.3 tarm ... ai A* m» mo, 
d^r tua nQ patt am iA3 9n iuad at, 
3i d c> main -til j a ,,, 
1 Kiri ki J**én; k^ A T |t»r\\ s» ju drrvjK 
Am K^z. daes to<£n ai ha^fte IO^K oj- éïi 
l/v ja. ja,A n*z. • b'vKa^z. dre az. bu 
SpArat rail Ae Aén, 
ï"?i i / 
A^n i^eK tn i Armant, 31 lavan ^a 0/ A1? 
AW. ^A t^J rHi j^l-en Aaet" in CA^ 
ki i/oa^t: AS ta lav iv» a IAJ« Aat/t vn^x 
tuai J- K-ird 5 lip twnriju.^jo ivarj- tivà sl»p> 
wnrd YY\\, UJ! Uv lark 5X5'taz aç-h braà’az- 
uoan mai'a carl, Klosa daen uoan waàa 
carl, da&fc i £va Kir A k»‘ ijrn \nf > aen i 
tuant, tAM t:a lav i £ a à a / 
JatS J3.J uoarij ZAS ^0 0K A « ÿ at" ta jav 
Ap Aa k*\ ufarlj ^ at t'a Sél 
S ae K ri £ at S / 3cn J a ^ A 11 *AJ e j a K£ H d uj 11- 
fcar faes, let fiés Jox/ 
Jaes rait. d S j o. k ari Ap K am kæk so 
Ju Km stretn anrt jo caro; ^v<J ^Sj 
wen 11’v k«- £n de t: amaera, Ju. ?jo 
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bus ar se? 
mw)\ l^ri Ap / so Krn til y prie a sam ergz. 
hi ivi dM.Jan roit. 
TKB^ÿ.' ai en gat; nAtn ta i^ari akavt. 
TKB(^): <1? orvli sx^ i/J^rian wi 22 ta jrt Klosa ta 
JizAS^tra trax tra ^rja a wje tajii 
hi0$ à'ac-vi yoat 3tm aon. 
TKô<H: à^acs rart, ac )i sAnt Jewiz. pr ss ba t> wa n^ 
vut l?iKa.-z. 31 iwavrta. ar Ja\/ avr/lodi in 
daet. care, k*t ax liv de ki K^z ar KvJn d^ 
Aa uoarK ax dtc. ar KvJn do* da <*> arK 
boat jiZAS ^a»vir mi * U (jiv I Y\ de. àe 
dad A kiliv in act. àe. kjliv an tm ar lav 
1 
da kxs. \n diz 3| da CAC^ nD"t SAnt jemz 
a|ûn; knt :>) at aw. h^ ax lav Ja k«£^ 
d#,s da uuan ar pvt /\p hoi. knt g^d didn 
Se àat- se or> \ i d*z. ho* ax si Ko(; 
onli dez ho, ar sent ial stacn. d«z K»A, ar 
kacvxn hz>\) ? s*mt, s& 1 Aéva stæn. d*s 
haz uo9rdj nsva/ £vi d£* pipal to»K 
ana^a Or g je n . . . 
TK6^<j: doz Sigz- d« t^ariz mi. daet d <T uoatri mi 
TKfc^ V> i K A.Z- SZ dr5/ 
TK^): j i x A s std an saem, d« bad i e/‘ li JI 
dekad S£-d‘.‘e dt, -ax ivoK tro, da cu3t)i, aen 
da saeio av dst^ ai SAl j-e no iva/. kiK^z. 
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ar no dai » Jar 5-tae.f UJX* wii," <Jæs j<td/ 
Jasi w^-t 31 tnih? 3£ n« J^d 3Z. ujts mi, 3X Jo' 
Ke, uoat le lee, ax Je Ke uud Karna iruxsyJc 
m-eK, (*« az ju, kaev j",z'ASj J ^ ^ots 
Kam tnc JizASj csi I, b» Kaz J i z-ns s^l : ju. 
Km il; Jri-ijjKj 9 «A/DK otNja da toarkj J» 
JAbijap3X2 9«/* ki SEJ i sael rot kaevj^/ 
biKa ax£«ja£n 6n ar - 
3ez i<L^ aez jec in mi aen ax in ju.; àTez. no 
j^ed; uoasHéva i wiar bt\ daes d^ v*»-e. ataz.. 
En pif^i seja KaiVl bnt 
lis YviAc, ar m-e mat* bv Koli; bnt aimo 
Itu 95 ji^AS S-e- du.• n aem jS' lav fa 
j1 r ASj j AS s&z. bg aer ax Ixv. £ k A t 3fjt* 
dez. nair^ bnt diz -fj u- dez, f\*y\ j ona )a^in 
JIZAS nem. an dal ar kea daet vors sary 
Dn <pd maorntan* braà'a; arm gena Ju daet 
3x kæy m kefri j^a no vA>an . ax lav 
fi-vnboli/ ai J* Ke IA^CU, Ar a waU JAZ^ 
k air j VA jo a L svt' j o s . J cc i<xn b i a 
JrngK ? ju Km bi a Kxla, ax bv ju- £n 
JAS da s€m- ax I it I ja dis vnAc- 3i lav 
j i zASi 
TK8(w<fl)t b»HAz. da &igz j'AS'ta Li in mi; aen 
weK Kol k^trj, 3en so fo&,,. 
TKBmx): i viz JAS bik a sb^pifa&k n JIZAS +e- 
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di air t. 
rK8^): "àez no mo het no mt>, drez naain b*t 
JDI hea, b î K a. -z. ri^ad las a wa se ta 
m‘ j ° J u-, 3i jat tu, ar Kaen;>t btlp 
■j^ram swaiI uj£n ja dajlt ta mirjAS ta l< 
da leii n^Ks do beja; ar eta main seat ta 
ja-mebal m o -, me bc I ni o * Jaes r3r~t. 
tev t € y lac K ta be Jxs t u, jird, L/\t 
tnibarv*; ■ar wan£a ta be at- 
TKB(^)! na^uosl si «ta main U-e, AW, 3r ban rar^ae 
uiasrn Jis bAS :>n l^s sAnJi vnonan,o da 
Ac11, -fai'f mi bja/ bi'Kaz Je Jo 
bja ba\rt bJinas, 3en torJavt hoiinas, 
ats b&l, biKaz da £n AV ju, 
g 2L t ta b i K o I à Va si da |es a ga^a 
ladj i-z.AS Krais, an afja mt bol;;mdi 
jo A j ja gona bns heJ ujaxJ opxn, 
inKtadv? mi mars>£f / an ai ban wosin 
Ais IDAS; an da dart» twada, Ja bijj taKtf, 
en a*-z ax uosin Ja bAs, si UJOK naît Ap 
jâé-sVæt ta taK> W° slop n piK 
aravn-^n ol lark daet, bav-t wa SI don 
tuant dvAw; Jis an daet, 3en as Jan se 
9 w>9rà> “taK b aeK fa mij toK b-aek ta 
Ywij" da I^J lAuirdn |«£mi se a i^arl, Ja 
bd <Jrdn se nAôin* si uoirin ibam se* 
• • -/ 
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Si r-ez. Ken yu-z- lan se naôsn- 0; wan 
ôiyjj U0 3.Z. à'aet b*t uoaz-... 
Thftdso): ûV9 As on hdr lain a Aa uoe,, 
TKB(w)'> S» MS mi fs w»<A\/ Ad k*V; si? 
Wiisz): flair; a$ 31 hd&A Vnuv Ad t<rfc,.. 
fK60^)! 31 Air An MHV Ad bot. Vort Atf), ai SC; 
"aKe, ail UaeA /VAI anrfr Ad u>-e Aas u/ik," 
Aas laiK daef J de* Aæs Ad «ml» sen sa ai 
gav bar, at Axn se n& rv>û/ 
Th0(is^)/ si \Joir<i fa uodrK rorf in Ad bn Rat a wdis 
3£ Wv; f ek i "tu haenj, Arp AW Aairn in 
le; æ,n fre> Ant roit m nui fesJ i331R Aaef, 
ol ai ArJ 3z smax l. 
ÎK6(is<r)! tiKAX g BA ssA*. "dont gav paysan sfomaf 
i glv jo, stovij ^iv AM bréJ/ <sn o) 3£ KvJ 
du az se ta har/*ff ægK jaJ'*z/\s/" 
TKfyiSfe)! l^ar? biKa/z. ar no ai bxv Krais in vni, RAA 
df Aa A^kal uoar an mij ai ourla K'ilar 
roi k A e , 
THB(JS7)! b/st n&« 
TKByitf): oi \iv J^am A & sfej . 
ai unrA / Jacs u»a goA Au, 
TK$([Mj; daes ga,A fra, srr unrJa Kdl ar, si, dx e 
lac Ara j a / bnf ar bæv j i -ZAS nsv, ai 
jot sawôig <ss fa ko) Ajp# Jaet ^is Aae/t 
Aa bUA sum AV aaa lolj jîzAS KroiS, 
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ai <pt ia h^l Jæt Ap- got ta kol A p 
bijo bjiAi bi Katz j^i zA s kæv pe 9 prais 
f 9 AS. hi Jar ÿa AS. én Jaet prais ki hæv 
pe AS; oui gvt ta pe As prais baeK, 
WgaAUs a ku se, onAastaen? 
rKB^ij: rigaJlAS 9 ooaca AOL. s»'? p«'p9) Ka| 
ko livras nasrg, k A t y XAS, ... Ke, kr k 
TKBM' I»// 
TK00U)| opan Aae kxrk Je gén, 
TKl}(iw)i Aæ servj kvK.jéa. opa-nam. ar JX-JM tél ja 
Klox A*H kiÿ*/ opa>i Aa krK,pl»z/ 
TKg(ifes): ai dû" want mai oo^rAz..' 
TK8(i(*)'. 3* A 3" wavi Axs mai warjz, ai i^^nt J a 
uuarl w~9 -ai té/ Jé)r). 
TK&Hw): ai want: As u>arA ta ti j&K in ÿrA^t 9 jo 
3IZ. 
TK8(i<e?)i {atrin ba&K ta Ja SéKan expta an 
et mars . 
TKBOfc^: jésar, 
TKBIPOJI j^, 
TKô(,n0‘ 3£ dcf uoant rvokaAî t a j A s . * • ta se Jaes 
wvai n air. 
TK8(pa)i ar K/a-n^-a ta git at st wan-S Sû Km 
tel en i k p J [ aen s c 
TK6(p3): \AJï\ ai ... 
TOipv)'. ri à at, 
1 « # 
TK6(I^); jixAS Kracs. 
TK6\n<c)\ AV S9n,,. 
fK6(J77j’. Vol 




This phonemic inventory is concerned first with the occurrence of 
consonant phonemes in initial, medial, or final positions in words from 
the text and their positions before and following vowels. Since the 
equipment necessary for acute auditory discrimination was not available, 
allophones are not here considered. However, in individual instances 
clearly discernible in the recording, those are discussed under appro¬ 
priate phonemes. More importantly, the inventory will explore the sev¬ 
eral phonemically distinct variations which occur for identical morphemes. 
Usually, these cases are patently due to assimilation, the incomplete 
articulation of affricates, or to the existence of optional reduction of 
specific morphemes in unstressed positions as in the case of something 
(29 sapm). These cases will be discussed under the rubric of the rele¬ 
vant phoneme. 
Stops 
l\) ! The voiced bilabial. 
The voiced bilabial stop /b / occurs in initial (7 ), medial 
(9 bttbal ), and final (74 Ab) position. It is found before all vowels 
except /IK/, /A/, and / 31 /. It follows the vowels /! /, /!/, It /, 
/3 / or /A/, and /aIf. 
In one instance the /b/ is replaced in medial position by /VÜ /: 
(102 dewdi) • Since both are bilabial and voiced, the articulation seems 
51 
52 
to be the result of incomplete lip-closing for the pronunciation of the 
/b /. 
See voiced labiodental fricative /V / in reference to the medial 
/b / which in other dialects is /V /. 
/p/ The voiceless bilabial. 
The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ occurs in initial (1 picn) , medial 
(9 ptp31 ), and final (20 ff) position. It is found before all vowels 
except / lA /, /3(/, and / Ol /. It follows all vowels except /M/, /"V/, 
/O / , /cl /, /air/, and /OI /. 
d / The voiced alveolar 
The voiced alveolar stop /d / occurs in initial (1 den) , medial 
(9 3ela), and final (9 WôJ) position. It is found before all vowels 
except / / and it follows all vowels except /€/, /0/, and /3V/. 
See the voiced dental fricative /%f / concerning its replacement by 
/d / in all positions. 
In two instances in the text, /d / replaces the voiced palatal 
affricate f\ / in initial position: (51 dftS) and (153 d$S) • In both 
cases the word is American "just11 (9 JA$). The affricate then, is re¬ 
placed by the articulation for the stop with which it begins, rather 
than by the voiced palatal plosive /. as Turner found typical of 
Gullah speakers a generation ago.-*- The fact that this substitution 
Y 
occurs only twice, and for one common word, and the fact that /J / is 
followed by so many vowels in this brief text indicates that this 
- 
Turner, Gullah Dialect, pp. 24, 27. 
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phoneme /J / is an integral part of the informant's idiolect. 
/\/ The voiceless alveolar. 
The voiceless alveolar stop /\ I occurs in initial (1 ■tel ), medial 
(9 IAA^M), and final (9 jrf) position. It is found before all vowels 
except /X /, /O/, and / 3Ï /. It follows all vowels except /IA /. 
See the voiceless dental fricative /6 / concerning its replacement 
by /v / in all positions. 
See /^ / also for a discussion concerning the replacement of /ê / 
by /S / in all positions. 
/ The voiced velar. 
The voiced velar stop /^/ occurs in initial (9 , medial 
( 19 , and final (71 position. It is found before all vowels 
except /| /, /lA/, /<£/, /3J/, and / cJV/. It follows the vowels /| /, 
/£/, /3/, and /a/. 
/IS/ The voiceless velar. 
The voiceless velar stop /K/ occurs in initial (9 Kawji, medial 
(9 SaçKrolabels ) , and final (9 l*K ) position. It is found before all 
vowels except /(A./, / £ /, ! (M, lûf, /3V/, and / 3l /. It follows all 
vowels except / A /, /<^/, /3V/, and / 01 / . 
Affricates 
.I^ . 
/j / The voiced palatal. 
The voiced palatal affricate /j / occurs in initial (24jix/\s), 
* / ✓ 
medial (46J3J3), and final (119Jftj) position. It is found before all 
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vowels except !\ /, / IA /, / V / , /£ /, / 3£ /, / à /, / 3i£ /, and / 3V /. it 
follows the vowels It/, /3 / or / A / • 
See also /d / above. 
v 
/C / The voiceless palatal. 
The voiceless palatal affricate /Cl occurs in initial (3C3r|stah), 
medial (78 ÀoflCU.), and final (9 prit) position. It is found before all 
vowels except / t /, /V /, / 6 /, /£/, / 0 /, /«l/, / 0 /, and / TIT/ . It 
l 
follows the vowels / I /, / 3 /, or /A/, and / /. 
The informant tends to combine certain expressions such as "don't 
you," "with / UJli/ you," and "right here" into one word lacking open 
juncture. From the resulting consonant cluster /£/ is produced, hence: 
C /f) /, /dj / and /-(h/. The 
such cases in the text. 






148: wan b 
145: UJ 3 <C Uu 
121: to a C VA* 
23: v-aic 5L 







(with / Wtd/ you) 
(right here) 
Fricatives 
/V / The voiced labiodental. 
The voiced labiodental fricative /V/ occurs in initial (145 V3I5), 
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medial (11 ne«n) , and final (9 Irv ) position. It is found before the 
vowels / i /, /* /, and ni /. It follows all vowels except /C/, IQI, 
/%/, /0/t /at/, /a-V/, and /OJ/. 
Note that in one instance in the text, the speaker replaces the 
bilabial front semiconsonant /Wf with / V// in initial position: 
(125 \|&f\ \J3rA ) • Since this is immediately preceded by the Standard 
(125 M£rj lwSr'ii)) and does not occur anywhere else in the text, we could 
assume that this is an anomalous case of regressive, distant assimila¬ 
tion rather than a systematic linguistic feature.^ 
However, the issue is complicated by the contrary examples: 
(82 Ulgrî hadi/\/£iri/), (121 A A2>/ ) , and (144 0W3/OV3/) 
which suggest that these cases show a residual articulation of the allo- 
phone 1^1, no longer systemic in the idiolect.^ 
In medial position the /V/ of most lexical items in the text is re¬ 
placed by /[) / when followed by a schwa or a syllabic consonant. The 
words ‘never" (10 hfc\*3), "ever" (134 and "every" ( 140 jV r< baAi) do 
not make this change, however. Conversely, the standard form of the 
informant's idiolect, sometimes has medial / t/ whereas other dialects 
employ the /V/ in medial position. Here are examples: 
9: 01 b W\ (give them) but also 79: 
96: SS-b&nti (seventy) Standard for informant 
Ï 
Bertil Malmberg, Phonetics (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1963), p. 61. 
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149: i b 3rv\ 
156: <Ubal 
143: d«bad 
153: batlo l\w\ 
(of them) but also 27: QV 
(even) but also 121: 
(devil) Standard for informant 
(David) Standard for informant 
(have 'em) but also 140: b&Vlft 
In the instances where / f / replaces /Ml: (9, 84, 118, 132 lltffta), 
it would seem that the change is dictated by the voiceless phoneme /t / 
which immediately follows. Hence, /V/ is merely devoiced in assimila¬ 
tion . 
lyl The voiceless labiodental. 
The voiceless labiodental fricative /f / occurs in initial (9 f t'4tn), 
medial (9 bijo), and final (118 position. It is found before all 
vowels except /A/, /JV*/, and /=> I/. The /y/ follows these vowels: 
It !, HI, 131, /&/, IAI, 10/, and /ai/. 
/ / The voiced dental. 
The voiced dental fricative l^f / occurs in initial (9 àe) and 
medial (17 ’ ^ut not position. It is found before the 
vowels /C/, Id / or /A/, and /au- It only follows the voxrels IS, / 
and Id I. 
Note that the voiced alveolar stop /o/ is the regular initial 
phoneme for demonstratives and articles. However, there are occasional 
instances when / is substituted in this situation. Here are examples 
of both occurrences: 
5: da(that's) 27: (that) 
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7: d 1 2 (these) 83: j 2 (these) 
9: dlS (this) 118: cf€9 (they are) 
24: (there) 
67: d£m (them) 
140: doZ (those) 
In medial position /^/ is much more regularly employed. However, 
/d / sometimes occurs. Examples of both follow: 
17: (together) 9: 3^9 (other) 
24: 9^9 (other) 31: ÿ'ddd (father) 
25: (brother) 83: VUrdîvt (without) 
57: -^-3^3 (father) 
134: m9 (mother) 
In three other instances not linguistically systematic, /a/ itself 
is replaced in medial position by the voiced alveolar sibilant /Z/: 
(10 lw£Z8), (44 \>rdlÿ), and (96 ï4> • It would seem that the informant 
simply does not maintain the tongue in the dental position to form the 
stop and thus produces the equivalent continuant fricative /Z/, which 
in this case, is immediately preceded by the mid vowels /£ / and schwa 
9/. See also discussion of "with" below. 
In final position to! does not occur in the text and is replaced 
by /d /. 
The word "with" requires special attention. Its regular form is 
(13 Wxd), even in the word "with out" (83, 149 vulijvt) . However, its 
appearance in the text reflects the instability of voicing in American 
dialects, where, in this word, the final consonant is devoiced if 
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restressed. Otherwise, the voiced phoneme remains voiced when followed 
by a voiced phoneme, and it is devoiced when a voiceless phoneme follows. 
Thus, in the text voiceless /\/ replaces voiced / d / in two highly 
rhetorical passages (10, 32 tuHavt). And further, this rhetorically re¬ 
stressed / wr-(;/ can be converted to the equivalent sibilant /$ / (143 WÎ5). 
Compare /%/ 7 id / 7 / Z. / . 
/ / The voiceless dental. 
The voiceless dental fricative /0 / occurs in initial (24 tp, 
medial (66 €>11 , and final (11 3r0) position. It is found before 
the vowels /I/, / IA /, /£/, /9/, /3£/, and 10 1. It only follows the 
vowels /L{ / and 101. 
Despite the occurrence of /$/ in all positions, its use seems re¬ 
stricted to very few lexical items, namely ‘'think," "thing," "earth," 
and "thorn, " (jtfhich occurs only once in the text). In all of these words, 
the stop /’(’ / is rarely substituted except in the case of / 
(21 ÜIJ). 
In addition, stop / "fv can replace / ÿ/ in all positions in words 
which other dialects would retain the /$/. Here are examples from the 
text with I'f'/ in all positions. 
43: {r« / ôril / 
154: fro /hr0 / 
9: / HA&I1 / 
/ ' 
10: ! yr)t\Ÿ\ÙS/ 
43: fet /feô/ 
143: <U-t /\S^/ 
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168: /eô / 
The voiceless alveolar sibilant /S / also replaces / ^/ in all 
positions. In fact, in initial position, especially in the word / 
/S/ is more prevalent than l\l. However, the same principle that 
applies to voiced / «T / can be applied to / 6 / when it is replaced by /S/, 
namely the informant does not make the stop for the formation of the 
voiceless alveolar /\/. Consequently, the equivalent voiceless sibilant 
fricative /S / is formed. Thus we have the formula 0 ^ ^ / $ / • 
Examples of /S / in all positions follow: 
68: siq* /tag*/ "things" 
83: Usa /lu0^/ "Luther" 
85: /èrfa'uiüj "earthquake 
161: nasrg /ne ex ^/ "nothing" 
83: tuirS /wvr0/ "with" 
143: wrs /ujrô/ "with" 
For information concerning final /S / in (83 WVS) and (143 WX3), 
refer to the discussion of "with" under /cf/. 
For discussion of the vowel in (83 UNtf), see the section on high 
vowels. 
The glottal. 
The glottal fricative /\\ / occurs in initial (9 haefVd ) and medial 
(125 positions. However, it does not occur in final position in 
the text. The /\\ / is found before all vowels except /IT/, / f\ /, /Q!, 
/2L /, and /3 /. It follows no vowel in the text. 
Note that in two passages of rapid speech (83 and 149) the lexical 
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item 'here1' is articulated as /j£/. 
Sibilants. 
/Z/ The voiced alveolar. 
The voiced alveolar sibilant /Z/ does not occur in initial position 
in the text. It does occur in medial (31JIZAS) and final (3 9Z) posi¬ 
tions, however. It is found before the vowels /9 / or /A / and /3I !, 
and it follows all vowels except /IT/, /3"IT/, and /OJ/. 
Very rarely is the alveolar stop and its equivalent fricative: 
/Z/* /à*/, / d / extended as continuants and sibilated as in (10, 44, 
96). See discussion regarding the replacement of Icf I in medial posi¬ 
tion by IZ / under / cP / . 
Devoicing of final consonants is so rare and incomplete in the text 
that it does not warrant discussion. However, / H 3V"515/ in both 9 and 
105, seems to be regular. 
/S / The voiceless alveolar. 
The voiceless alveolar sibilant IS I occurs in all three positions: 
initial (4 S9ti), medial (10 p*sabl) , and final (7 pl*s) . It is found 
before all vowels except /U/, /"U*/, /«(/, and /Ol/. It follows all 
vowels except /, /3V7, and / 01 /. 
Note the isolated instance of /8 / replacing /S I in initial posi¬ 
tion: (83 Ô€.^l/S€m/ôlQ) . Again, note (10 b/vts sii) . These apparent 
''slips of the tongue" seem to be instances of what has been termed "dis¬ 
tant assimilation" or "dilation." Compare (M£ri ) under /V/ above. 




/Z/ The voiced palatal. 
The voiced palatal sibilant /Z/ is not present in the text. 
Turner found it to be absent in the Gullah dialect.'*' 
v 
/SI The voiceless palatal sibilant. 
✓ 
The voiceless palatal sibilant IS / occurs in all three positions: 
initial (14 jji), medial (2 luflteSM) > final (61 . It is found before 
the vowels / \ I, /I /, / 3 / or / A /, / /, and ID /. It follows the 
vowels /X /, / Ô /, / £ /, / 3 / or /A/, and / / . 
Nasals 
/vn/ The bilabial nasal. 
The bilabial nasal /WÎ/ occurs in initial (9 Ml€lf) , medial ( 10 , 
and final (9 AW) position. It is found before all vowels except /X / 
« 
and /TT /. It is not attested following / | /, /IT/, / ?/, / 3V7, and 
/Ol/. 
See Chapter Five on phonotactics regarding the use of /KM/ as an 
independent syllable. 
/ 1/| / The alveolar nasal. 
The alveolar nasal // occurs in the three positions: initial 
(9 , medial (3 W9rw) , and final (1 3tA) • It is found before the 
vowels n /, /€/, /at/, and /3L / and it follows every vowel in the 
text. 
''‘Turner, Gullah Dialect, p. 26. 
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See Chapter Five on phonotactics with reference to the use of /VI / 
as an independent syllable. 
/IQ / The velar nasal. 
The velar nasal / jQ / does not appear in initial position. It does 
occur in medial (10 siragga) and final (9 Sljj) positions, / M/ does not 
appear before any vowels but does follow the vowels /J/, /£/ or /A /, 
/O/, /2U, and IOI. 
/V/ Retroflex. 
The retroflex / IT / occurs in initial (5 rax*) , medial (16 
and final (62 position. It is found before the vowels / j /, /£,/, 
/£»/, /9/, /<W, / 3L /, / 3"V/, and /^I/. It follows these vowels: 
/I /, /a/, M /, and /O/. 
The occurrence of /If / in post-vocalic and final position requires 
discussion. Firstly, post-vocalic / f" / after schwa is distinct and 
regular in clusters such as "world" (8, 121, 135 VJSrl), "work" (27, 27, 
140 W3rK), "Charleston" (3 C9r|S”Un), "earth" (113r0), "purse" (121 
pa»*S)> and "person" (24 p3lT53W) • The word "church" is included here 
although it occurs about as frequently with ! TI as without. Compare 
"church" (23, 91, 136 C-9rc) with (24, 118, 134, 140 C A l) • 
Secondly, a syllable consisting of /3 / or / 9. / plus post-vocalic 
/ V* / is attested, but rare; /Of"/ is absent. Hence, there are (4 ), 
(10 2(V*), and (107 ^r). Conversely, there are (4 K86Is ) , (24 |o<J), 
(53 bi^O) , (79JOZ.), and (118 3HD4), all minus the post-vocalic /l~ /. 
Thirdly, post-vocalic It ! immediately following a front vowel is 
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attested only in the word (37 f Itt) • 
Lastly, final syllables in // or /£lr/ words are almost totally 
absent in the idiolect. The schwa consistently appears in final posi¬ 
tion in words of this nature. A few examples follow: 
9: 3<lô (other) 
10: Staled (stronger) 
17: ‘tajge.cte (together) 
18: (remember) 
29: K\£V9 (never) 
44: lorsza (brother) 
134: Klosa (closer) 
/ \ / The lateral. 
The lateral /\ ! occurs in initial (9 IBIK ), medial (10 l>al iv/), and 
final (1 id) position. It is found before all vowels except /31T/ and 
follows all vowels except /€/, /3£/, and /SIT/. 
See Chapter Five on phonotactics concerning the function of / | / as 
an independent syllable. 
The Semiconsonants 
/W / The front. 
The front semiconsonant /W / occurs in initial (139 W9nJn) and 
medial (23 3VW3) positions. It does not occur in final position. It is 
attested before all vowels except //\ /, /Û/, /3V/, and / OH. It fol¬ 
lows no vowel. 
/^ / The back. 
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The back semiconsonant /J / occurs in initial (1J3) and medial 
(4 Katlafonja) , but not in final position in the text. It is found be¬ 
fore the vowels / /, /6/, /<£/, /P/, and 101. Like /W/ above, it 
follows no vowel. 
See Chapter Five in reference to the use of /J / as a glide in com¬ 
bination with other consonants. 
Vowel Phonemic Inventory 
We will discuss vowels as they replace or are replaced by other 
vowels in various phonological settings. Note that lax vowels undergo 
very little change whereas tense vowels undergo more frequent and varied 
changes. Note also that the allophones of schwa (/3/ and /A/) are so 
distinct in articulation and phonotactics that they have been transcribed 
with different symbols and discussed accordingly. The /A / designates, 
the stressed schwa, which in the informant's speech, has noticeably more 
frontal articulation than the unstressed /5/. The case of /£/ replace¬ 
ment is illustrative of distribution of /«?/ and /A/. The /£ / re¬ 
places stressed schwa but can itself be replaced only by unstressed /9 /. 
As stated in the introduction, there is a distinct tendency for the in¬ 
formant to use the back vowels /"lx7 and /0 / and the schwa /3 / or /A / 
especially in displacement of /X /. 
The front vox^els 
» 
The high front vowel / | /, pronounced as the vowel of 'beet" or 
"feet" in most American speech is not replaced by any other vowel. It 
is consistent in this respect. However, it can replace /X / in certain 
instances: (9, 25 f\ X\ /<. / lA / "in") and (76 /'\Y\ / 4. / i êfl / "it ain't"). 
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In this latter instance, /6/ has been elided, and / | / is the personal 
pronoun. See Appendix A. For the former case, see /i / below. 
The short high front vowel /J/ pronounced like the vowel in Amer¬ 
ican "hit11 undergoes the most changes of any vowels in the text except 
schwa. Words which have /I / in most American dialects may have one or 
more of several others in this text. Examples follow: 
i (9, 25 / i n/ "in") 
I>£ (10, 79, 121 /ff/ "if;" (27 /h$rV "him") 
(140 /aei/ "it") 
X^“lT (9 n#v// "will"); (83 /Lvlixig/ "building"); (84 /sMl 
"still"); (156 / Ksi / but 160 /Kir//). 
I> A (27 /fAnas/ "finish"); (132 /SpAT^t/ "spirit") 
1*7 9 (3, 41 /9Z/ "is"); (23 /3+/ "it"; (50 "whiskey") ; 
(22 /ha*/ "his"); (121 /3H/ "in"). 
Although /X / does appear with some frequency in the text, it is 
evident that in this idiolect the normal vowel of many words is /S / 
when it would be /X/ in most other American dialects. Prominent exam¬ 
ples are (3, 41, 75 / QZ/ "is"), (9, 13, 24 /S't/ "it"), (23, 80, 119 
/9-f/ "if"), and (121, 134, 140 / 13V/ "live"). 
Furthermore, it is characteristic of morphemes with /9/ especially 
when restressed, to be converted to more than one possible alternate 
vowel. Thus, (9 /JZ/ and 83 /36>X/ "is"); (17 /Tjk / and 140 /aft" / 
"it"); (10 /I-fV and 79, 121 /£j-/ "if"); (24 / |vV/ and 132, 136, 140 
/\xv / "live"). (For this same principle with back vowels, see /0 / 
below. 
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It is usual, however, for words to vary between the use of /I/ and 
/3 / with the latter somewhat or considerably more common, and other 
alternatives, rare, or absent, as (4Ü, 140, 155 /0<9V/) and (13, 79, 155 
/JIV/ "give")- This principle of movement from /J / to /3/ to other 
vowels does not explain all replacements of /X/- 
In this idiolect the word "get" is regularly pronounced / j if/ in 
9, 90, 92, 121, and 139. However, it occurs once as /^£f/, 89. Converse¬ 
ly, "anyhow" which occurs only once is pronounced /X*li hav/, 148, and 
"help" is pronounced / VlXIp/- Therefore, there seems to be some inde¬ 
pendent relationship between /I / and /&/. 
In passing, /IV\ / meaning "in" is far more common than / and 
also exemplifies an alternation independent of /9 /. And in almost all 
cases where /TJV replaces an expected /X/, an / | / immediately follows, 
which indicates an influence of the lateral on the preceding vowel. 
The long mid front vowel /€/ as in American "hate" does not com¬ 
pete with any other vowels for the same position in the same morpheme. 
It does not supplant any vowel which would be found in other dialects. 
Nor is it replaced by any vowel except by schwa /A / in the word "saint" 
(121, 140 /$/\V\t/). For the apparent replacement of /€. / by / I / in 
> » 
(76 / U /), see / \ / above. 
The short mid front vowel /<£•/, pronounced as the vowel sound in 
American "met," undergoes some changes, as do most of the tense vowels. 
It can replace /I / as indicated above, /A / (81 /fcnrétfte/ "brother"), 
and /æ-/ (20 /£n / "and"). The / £> / is replaced by /X/ in an isolated 
instance (121 /klip/ "help") and /3/ where final r is dropped. Final 
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llri equivalent to /SW becomes /9 / of course. Hence, (91 /£\ld/ 
"eve(r)"). Some morphemes which in several other dialects employ /£, / 
have /3/ regularly in this text, e.g. "worry" (138, 139 . 
The low front vowel I'&'l is pronounced as the short vox^el sound of 
"hat" in most dialects. As stated above, it is replaced only by /&/ in 
the word "and" (which often occurs as /0/ as in (130, 149 /3n/) and by 
/9/, e.g. (149 /Jsv'ti/ "dirty"). Therefore, it is possible to assume 
the same pattern as described in /X / above, where a single morpheme may 
be cited with three (or more) different vowels because the others are 
linked through /3 / rather than directly connected. For the sake of 
clarity, however, we will say that / <£ / can replace / 3C/'. In a similar 
fashion /3^* / replaces /B/ in "worry" (29, 141 /W3WÎ/, cf. 83 twice, 
and 28; in "want" (72 /WlîhtV), cf. 140, 149, 15, 16; in "I'm" (69 /36(t|/), 
and cf. (85 /«JWO/), (85 /AloiO/), et. al. 
The back vowels 
The high back vowel /H /, pronounced as the vowel sound in American 
"boot," replaces / 0 / e.g. (10 /U/Uh(/ "wont") and (46 / Vï I4ltl/ "home") . 
It is replaced by /3 / (3 /J3/ "you") and (4 / \"9 / "to"). This replace¬ 
ment by schwa occurs quite frequently throughout the text. It does not 
affect the word /i'A/, however. 
The short high back vowel /Tr*/ is pronounced as the vowel sound in 
American "hood." Unlike other tense vowels, it does not change so fre¬ 
quently in the text. It replaces /l / as indicated and /«5/ (23 /j"VSl/*. 
/lav/ "live"). Since the preponderance of / l3V/ over / liv/ is so 
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overwhelming, (/ Il Y / only appears three times in the text), we can 
assume that the speaker's normal pronunciation of American "live" is 
/lav /. However, some words found in other dialects with /X./ regularly 
have /"V*/ which, as in so many other cases, may change to Id /, e.g. (24 
/b-VS^/ /bSSSfV "bishop"). 
The mid-back vowel / 0 / is pronounced like the vowel sound in Amer¬ 
ican "moat." Once, in a Biblical passage, it replaces / f\ ! (121 /Ortfi< / 
"unto") . In this idiolect it is the proper vowel for some words which 
in some other dialects require 10/, e.g. "your" "y (10 / J 0 /) . The 
/0 / is only replaced by / 1A. / as indicated above and by the schwa I'd / 
(160 l^dl "for") and (149 /K19/ "no"). However, it replaces schwa in 
(10 /hoi0yri / "hungry"). In only one word, "understand," is there free 
variation between /Û / and /O /, e.g. (52, 52, 160 /0nJas4&n/) and 
(9, 26, 118, 118 /3*<las iaen/) • Note then, that except for the reduc¬ 
tion to schwa which is possible for all monophthongs in English, / 0/ is 
remarkably stable in this idiolect. 
The low back vowel, ID/, pronounced like the vowel sound in Amer¬ 
ican "ought," shows no alternation with /0 / except in the word "under¬ 
stand" discussed above. It does, however, show considerable alternation 
with /cL/ and some with schwa. The pattern of alternation among these 
latter three vowels is important. 
Firstly, each of these occurs in some morpheme where neither of the 
other occurs at all, e.g. /Wot/ "not," /<ÀAg/ "dog," /W9ri/ "worry," 
but this least true of schwa. Secondly, the /SI/ often alternates only 
with /3/ as in "all," "got," "on," "long," and "apostle." Further, 
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"God'1 appears in the text about twenty times each as /^J3c)/ and / 3*1/. 
but only once as 
Thirdly, /8( / often interchanges with /Of, excluding O /, e.g. 
"want," fifteen and five times respectively and "come," four and seven 
times respectively. Often all three compete for the same position as in 
the words "cause," "water," "what," and "was." However, there is only 
one instance (96 /DH02L0/ "another") where 101 supplants / 0/ and /<(/ 
does not. The reverse is true once, when in 83 /3/ supplants 101 - 
/or/, c.f. 10, 16, and 148. 
It is therefore evident that while there is much fluctuation between 
/9./ and 101 and between /^ / and 101, there is very little tendency 
for /0/ and 10 i to supplant each other. 
The center vowels. 
The low center vowel /«t/, pronounced like the vowel sound of "god" 
in many dialects, often replaces the /Of of most dialects, as in the 
case of /K a Z./ "cause" which occurs over twenty times as compared with 
twice (176, 155 /fOZ/), and once (3 /K oz/). The word "long" which 
appears as // in 45, 85, 144, and 145 and / / in 145 is also 
noteworthy. The relationship among /2(/, 101, and /0/ is discussed 
immediately above. 
The mid-center vowel, schwa / is pronounced as the second 
vowel sound (in most .American dialects), in "Cuba" (for unstressed 10/), 
and as the vowel sound in "but" (in stressed position). It is by far 
the most frequently occurring and mutable of the vowels in the text. 
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Not only can it supplant every monophthong except /I /, any word which 
regularly has schwa may occasionally replace it with a variety of other 
monophthongs. The choice is generally governed by articulation, that is, 
back vowels tend to replace each other and front vowels tend to replace 
each other. The choice is also more likely to move lower and backward 
in the mouth rather than forward. The vowel of the cognate in other 
dialects influences but does not determine the choice of alternate vowels. 
Schwa can also replace the diphthongs 73£ / and / 3“V* / . Examples 
for the former are (145 /Ahl <J0hd/ "I'm gonna") and (11 /3W SpiMjStt/ 
"I'm speakyin"), for the latter (24 /Su)9/ "our") and (121 /H9 7 "now"). 
Lastly, since the final /Qf / is almost totally absent from the 
text, /0 / consistently appears in words of this nature. Examples are: 
9: 79^3/ "other" 
10: /S+vagga/ "stronger 
17: /{zy&h/ "together 
18: 7 p mini b37 "remember 
134: /Kloja/ 'closer" 
The diphthongs. 
The center diphthong /3T/, pronounced like the vowel sound in Amer¬ 
ican "might," can be replaced by the vowel /3C. / as indicated above. It 
can also be replaced by the diphthong /Ol/. The relationship between 
/■at/ and /at/ is similar to that of the vowels /«I / and 70/ in the 
text in that they are used interchangeably especially in the following 
words! 
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(1 /3X /) and (83 /OX/) to indicate the pronoun "I*" 
(24 /yirax / ) and (24 /MDI/) to indicate American "my." 
(5 /ratt/) and (13 /TDli/) to indicate American "right." 
It is fairly obvious from the text, however, that the interchangeability 
is restricted to / 31 / replacing /3X/ words rather than the opposite 
procedure. 
For /at/ > i9i see schwa, above, and Appendix A. 
The center diphthong /3rW is pronounced as the vowel of American 
"bout." It is replaced by the schwa as indicated above. Otherwise, it 
does not replace any vowel or diphthong, nor is it replaced by any. 
The back diphthong /OX / as in "Lloyd" replaces /3t / as indicated. 
It is not supplanted by any vowel or diphthong. However, some clarifi¬ 
cation must be made concerning (80 / goivi /). It seems that the in¬ 
formant began to say American "growing" and simply did not complete the 
word. Hence, the resulting confusion. 
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PHONEMIC VOWEL CHART 
^ Can be Replaced by; can be Changed into 
CHAPTER V 
PHONOTACTICS 
The following is a list of consonant clusters which appear before 
vox^els in the text. Note that there is only one instance of a cluster 
consisting of three consonants and this with the voiceless alveolar 
sibilant /$ / in initial position: /si Tl. Note also that the phonemes 
/V /, IY /, / j /, /tv»/} /H /, /U^/} and the glide /J / only occur in 
second position. In these instances the glide /J / is followed by the 
vowels /X/, /u /, and the schwa /3/. Completely absent from the con- 
^ * , A , * 
sonant clusters + vowel are the phonemes /J /, /C/, / Ü /, /Z/, /$/, 
!Z /, and /J /. 
Consonant clusters preceding vowels. 
bp ft-, Jr, fr, gr, Kt- 
XIAJJ KW 
U, pi, Kl, -fl, si 
K) 
Sp, sK, $>!_, (si akosie) 
s-tr 
The following clusters appear after vowels. Note that the phonemes 
/p /, /A/, /C/, /V/, and /& / only occur in second position in a 
cluster. On the other hand, the phonemes /, /^p/, /W/, /Q/, and 
/If / occur only in initial position. The following phonemes are com¬ 
pletely absent in this type of cluster: /[>/, /j/, /^/, / Z /} / 5 /, 
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Consonant clusters following vowels. 
tsj Ks, Y\5; rsj Is 
JZ.; WtZ, W'L) V^t. 
hd; rd, Id 
fl, si, nt, It 
✓ ^ 
he } rc 
jKy rK 
If) 
rV, K0;rn; rl; (rd a-tovc) 
rdz., rv'ts 
It must be noted at this point that statements or facts from the 
text do not purport to be the complete speech pattern of the informant 
or of the Gullah dialect. For example, there are no /$&/, /<W, iSfrl, 
/S Kr /, or / 
Sf 1 / initial consonant clusters present in the text. How¬ 
ever, through association with the informant, the elicitor has found that 
such words as /5Wi"f*/, /Jwjtf't/, /Sfftt/, /SKr®€m^/> and /Split*/ are 
part of Mr. Brown's vocabulary. 
Again, the clusters /ntf/, /IK/, /tops !, and / VjKs/ are absent from 
the text in the vowel + consonant cluster. Nevertheless, words such as 
jAmp/, /tntlK/, /CfKMnp^ , and / S/ are also a part of the informant's 
vocabulary. 
On another scale, but equally important is the fact that with an 
optional variant of schwa /^/ plus the consonant in final syllables, 
the phonemes /Hi/, /h /, /'C /, and / I / are often used as independent 
syllables. The following examples from the text are representative: 
(16 /SAmpm/), (26 /itW), (66 /«otfO, and (121 /<JtM/) 
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Finally, the glottal fricative / rl / is only found in initial posi¬ 
tion and only in the single consonant -!- vowel arrangement. A few examples 




An examination of our text of the speech of Mr. Thomas Kershaw Brown 
reveals several interesting linguistic features. In the consonant inven¬ 
tory, we discover that the /J / which follows no vowel serves as a glide 
with notable frequency before the vowels /^/, /U/, and / J / as is 
characteristic of Gullah speakers and is not unknown to speakers of 
other dialects. Also, because of assimilation between two words the 
v y 
/G / serves to form a single word as in /lA/dC3/ "what ya." In 
Gullah this combination is more extensive than in other dialects, thus 
wTe have the formula /G / A / tj'-'-Ü /, and /"til / meaning, "right here" 
/1T3IC9C/, "don't you" ^ /doirjG*4/, and "with / Wjd/ you" —r 
/UJ3CI//. Similarly, /b /, which can replace /V / in medial position as 
in i/ "seventy," can also replace the /V/ in final position to 
form a single word in this idiolect e.g. "give 'an" ^ / 31 U*/ and "of 
them" 7 /Abam/. 
It is no small wonder that /d / and /“t/ are the most numerous 
consonants in Mr. Brown's speech. One factor which attributes to this 
and which Turner pointed out earlier, is that the Gullah dialect employs 
A / and /\/ or /Z / and fS /, never /V / and /•£/ when they substitute 
for /çj / or / 0 / as is the case in other Black American dialects.'*' 
Hence, we have / l^jJ/ rather than / Wl^/ for "with" and /br3Z9/ rather 
See Chapter I, p. 3, of this text. 
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than /bV5V3/ for "brother," but also /Lul'tavt' "without," and' /UJXf/ 
"with." Moreover, /ci- / is the regular initial phoneme for articles and 
demonstratives although /3T/ is used. And in final position 1^1 does 
not occur at all and is replaced by /d /. 
In passing note that the consonant phoneme / 21 / does not occur in 
initial position in the text and the /2S/ as in American "measure" does 
not appear at all. The elicitor knows that words which contain the !X ! 
in initial position and the phoneme HI are part of the informant's 
vocabulary. However, a "phonemic opportunity" was not presented. 
The inventory of vowels indicates that the central vowel, schwa, is 
the most changeable and frequently used vowel in the text, especially 
whenever final r is absent or when it replaces /I/. In addition, it 
can replace every vowel except /| / and /DX/, either in its stressed 
I (\ I or unstressed allophone / "0 /, or both. And it can itself be re¬ 
placed by several other vowels.'*' 
Again, some vowels are interchangeable in certain words. 101 and 
/ 3. / are found throughout the text in "God" / 3*1/ or /pj/. 101 / and 
31/ are interchangeable in "my" /mQX/ and /mar/. To the contrary, 
i 
/C/ is very constant and is only replaced by schwa and / \ / in the 
American "aint" /0rt^T/ and /\Y\ I • But /J/ can be replaced by six dif¬ 
ferent vowels, especially schwa. 
Finally, there is a tendency for the informant to use more back 
vowels and schwa than any of the others. Thus, the sonority of the 
James Island speech comes through in such words as /Ttfv// "will," 9Z 
'''Note the vowel chart at the end of Chapter IV. 
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"is," /IQV/ "live" - all of which are more prevalent than what would be 
considered standard American / iMXl /, /I?/, and / \X V / - and the use of 
/0 / in /0D V and / Vl^t"/, among others. 
The phonotactics discovered in the text are those found in initial 
and final positions. Noticeable is the fact that only one instance of a 
three consonant cluster before a vowel is found / S'i.f7. But just as the 
speaker's vocabulary includes words beginning with the clusters //, 
/tor/, /Ô U//} also absent from the text, he uses words beginning 
ith /Sfr /, / 5/, /ip) /, and /sKw// as the elicitor knows from 
association with Mr. Brown. 
The same case can be made for clusters in final position which the 
speaker uses. However, when we consider the fact that the speaker has a 
tendency to drop the final consonant in certain clusters, then clusters 
such as /5p / as in "wasp" and / / as in "wept" are not common in this 
idiolect. 
As mentioned in Chapter Five, when an optional variant of schwa 
plus a consonant occurs in a final syllable, the phonemes /YY\/, / K| /, /Y/, 
and /\ / are sometimes used as independent syllables, e.g. "something" 
/5MHpW/, "did not" /il^*1 /, "devil" / A C lo \ /, and "water," /WD^/. 
At this point it is interesting to note the surprising resilience 
of a grammatical feature - even in a phonemic analysis - which requires 
# 
some attention, namely the undifferentiated personal pronouns /V / and 
/AW/ or /3*>1/. The / | / serves as the subjective form for several 
persons, singular and plural. The //\Wl/ or /3W serves as the objective 
form except when either, /Am / or /3|H/, is used as the first person 
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singular "I'm." Obviously enough, the Glossary simply provides an expla¬ 
nation for items which would seem unfamiliar to those who do not use the 
Gullah dialect. 
In passing it is important to stress the fact that prior to Lorenzo 
Turner's pioneering study into this American dialect, the Sea Islands 
and their Gullah speaking inhabitants had simply been treated as remnants 
of an uneducated group of slave descendants, isolated, with no contri¬ 
bution to the mass of the American linguistic community. In fact, the 
American public felt that the Gullah dialect had no linguistic features 
inherently worthy of study. Needless to say, this is not the case. As 
indicated then, this study contributes to Gullah scholarship, supports 
some things that Turner says, gives evidence of some changes which have 
taken place since Turner's time, and incidentally, it offers compari¬ 
sons and contrasts to American English. 
GLOSSARY 
3: uieKesn- vaca-tion 
Sae.Krolaecis- SacK clofh 3KJ ashes 
ID- food; morsel Of food. 
K»- SAMpw 4 9 God punishes t^ose u^lio 
do nQT 
(o?: saeK- sharK s4*cak^ ike eli\j|e filef ofikjL 
shav-K 
74: sirt\y avt~ mjyei breed;, m onj rel; jool j^v- 
Kl olh 
?ô: s4re p/\pi •— a mixeJ breed pi/ppy 
11?*. voenoacæ— W3i4 or* h«U oh a minute, 
II?’ pr£ K+5 ikat tucvld endanjer 
ike sa I \/ali'on of one's SOVJJ 
<2r. ^AOh- thy ooofj 
iar. uuesonsVa- ojV>-ere,ssever 
12^' ùul Je ho) /n~fatr/» baibal~ 1krô^jhûj't ihe 
■entire $»U-c 
IVo: hu ai lav da bss- whoever is Javorei by 
church people with. #p» 0.Sl'4'i ow'* 
receives prowotions-j etc-/ 
Iff: dAbijap^izan— tteev/l or pc{.son oj tie JevJ 
WS: wasonsva- whatsoever 
177*. S'tupljae^"' -Something b3d^ seJ-jishj or trivial 
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|W Q31V3- Oroà OUT 
MV tro sl^p- say thinj* tspea'all/ /v? 
r^^r^vicc fa a p-ers^'j- pg$"hj cause* 
3fi 3Y'jumevv't' 
M: r-ez cause, 3 comm o't/'on j y-ell otscen- 
IS’V: ujÊ-M't H wjarK- rolled up her sleeves f*r the 
purpos-e cj- ilppinj her hanJs 





A complete inventory of current English subject and object pronouns 
is found in the text. All attributive possessive adjectives, with the 
exception of "their," are present. Of the predicate adjectives we find 
'mine, 1 'yours," "his," and "its." However, there is ample evidence of 
third person pronominalization unmarked for gender, number, and case. 
It can even be extended to the first person. Note that /| / serves as 
subj ec t, /-M as object (and, of course, as unstressed "I am," 
indicated below). These forms are much more common than fully distin¬ 
guished pronouns. The following lists only represent the range of usage. 
/I / 
3 its; 9 he; 9 it; 18 his; 58 they(?) 
83 he or it; 132 we; 154 her; 155 he. 
/i« 
76 it ain't; 96 it ain't. 
4 it is. 
/3rt (or AWl) / 
9 them; 9 him; 9 then; 11 I'm; 19 him; 24 I'm; 56 it; 57 it; 69 her; 
74 it or her; 74 them. 




accompanying pauses. Uh-huh, /An A /, meaning "yes," and "uh-uh, 
^ *J 
/A A/, meaning "no" are, of course, common in Mr. Brown's speech. 
1 
On the history of these as African survivals see David Dalby, 
"Black through White: Patterns of Communication in Africa and the New 
World," Black and White Speech Relationships, ed. Walt Wolfram and Nona 
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